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Abstract
This thesis explores the problem of generating coverage paths—that is, paths that
pass within some sensor footprint of every point in an environment—for mobile robots.
It both considers models for which navigation is a solved problem but motions are
constrained, as well for models in which navigation must be considered along with
coverage planning because of the robot’s unreliable sensing and movements.
The motion constraint we adopt for the former is a common constraint, that of
a Dubins vehicle. We extend previous work that solves this coverage problem as a
traveling salesman problem (TSP) by introducing a practical heuristic algorithm to
reduce runtime while maintaining near-optimal path length. Furthermore, we show
that generating an optimal coverage path is NP-hard by reducing from the Exact
Cover problem, which provides justification for our algorithm’s conversion of Dubins
coverage instances to TSP instances. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the
algorithm does indeed produce path lengths comparable to optimal in significantly
less time.
In the second model, we consider the problem of coverage planning for a particular
type of very simple mobile robot. The robot must be able to translate in a commanded
direction (specified in a global reference frame), with bounded error on the motion
direction, until reaching the environment boundary.
The objective, for a given environment map, is to generate a sequence of motions
that is guaranteed to cover as large a portion of that environment as possible, in spite
of the severe limits on the robot’s sensing and actuation abilities.
We show how to model the knowledge available to this kind of robot about its own

iv

position within the environment, show how to compute the region whose coverage can
be guaranteed for a given plan, and characterize regions whose coverage cannot be
guaranteed by any plan. We also describe an algorithm that generates coverage plans
for this robot, based on a search across a specially-constructed graph. Simulation
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Robots have become an accepted part of life. The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) estimates that 5.5 million unmanned aircraft will be sold in 2018, with
an increase of 600,000 to 6.1 million units sold in 2019 [40]. The robot vacuum manufacturer iRobot boasted a 34% increase in revenue in 2017 after a year of focused
marketing of their home robots [57]. Boston Dynamics has created a collection of
robots capable of running, jumping, and carrying loads as a pack-mule with movement schemes ranging from two and four-legged walking robots to legged robots with
wheeled feet and blends of wheels and legs [19].
One task to which any of these robots may be placed is coverage. Coverage is
the task of visiting every point in a finite space. When every point is visited, the
space is covered. Obviously in any space (no matter how small) every point cannot be
individually visited, therefore we define coverage as: given a known environment and
a robot, pass the robot within a specified range every point in the environment [29,
30, 47]. A solution to the problem can be stated as a path which passes within the
specified range of every point in the environment.

1.1

Motivation

The coverage problem has very real-world and in-demand applications. Consider the
iRobot Roomba vacuum cleaner which works by passing its cleaning surface over
all parts of a floor, as does a robotic lawn mower in a yard. Both of these robots
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are solving the coverage problem [94]. Similar to both vacuuming and lawn maintenance, humanitarian de-mining operations [87] require the solution to this problem
with much more costly consequences for an incorrect or incomplete plan. Robotic
farming has also arrived, with some implementations using a manipulator and specially constructed environment to maintain the plants [41]. Though it seems like a
very different application, a coverage problem exists because the manipulator must
visit different locations in the environment without necessarily knowing ahead of time
which areas must be visited.
Another task which can be solved as a coverage problem is surveillance with limited or inhibited sensor range. Ideally, one has enough sensors to passively monitor
an environment completely. Some environments are too large to be reasonably monitored in this fashion. In this case, mobile robots carrying the sensors may be deployed
to monitor an area too large for the sensors to be arranged within some distance of
every point in the environment. The robots move around the environment providing
complete and continuous coverage [82]. Search-and-rescue [21] is a very important
coverage problem in which lives may be saved. Even painting [11] is an instance of
the coverage problem.
To solve a coverage problem, one must also solve the navigation problem. Plainly
put, navigation is the task of moving a robot from one point to another with consideration to the means by which a robot translates. Though simply described, navigation
problems are anything but simple to solve. Robot navigation problems are made difficult due to the problems of state estimation, physical capabilities (and in-capabilities)
of physical devices, and environmental concerns such as dangers to the robot or dangers to the environment by the robot. These challenges aside, there is still the actual
problem of developing a plan to move to a point from another through a space which
may not allow any direct path. If the path between a robot’s location and goal
location is not simple, it might require a motion planner.
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A navigation problem is stated in terms of a location or series of locations to
which a robot must translate via motions. A planner used to generate solutions to
robot problems involving navigation is a type of motion planner. When describing
a problem using a physical, sensing, actuated device—a robot—the solution may be
modeled as a sequence of possible robot motions (or actions). Solutions of this sort
are usually generated by open-loop offline planners. The problem may be stated in
terms of an input or initial state (or not, in the case of a kidnapped robot with
recovery [28, 35]) and a goal state. The solution is a sequence of robot actions which
result in the goal state. Solutions exist in one of two forms: probabilistic, in which a
solution is given with some likelihood of success and deterministic, in which success
is guaranteed within the bounds of the system. In contrast to the planner thusly
described, an online closed loop planner would specify an action for any point at
which the robot may find itself.
Another possibility is to use both types of planners. A global planner produces
an ordered set of points through which the robot must pass. The robot then uses a
local planner to generate an online policy which maps its current location and goal
location to an action. As in [88], it is not uncommon for there to exist multi-stage
planners that combine global and local planners. In this separation of concerns, a
global planner may run offline to generate an overall or large scale plan, while a local
planner runs online to execute the plan.
In large-scale navigation (and therefore coverage) problems, state estimation is
hard because the inaccuracies of actuations accumulate and sensors might not be
powerful enough to directly offset positional uncertainty. Planners must either be
provided a sensor with some global frame of reference to ensure their prescribed
actions result in the correct state or must schedule actions to reduce uncertainty. It
is even possible to have a motion planner—or part of a motion planner—dedicated
to localization [72, 80, 81].
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In addition to the problem of state estimation, environmental complexity and the
movement constraints of the covering vehicle can be problematic. Less irregular and
obstacle-free environments allow a larger solution space, while environments with obstacles and irregular shapes reduce the number of reasonable coverage plans. Vehicles
with holonomic movement constraints can follow paths along any trajectory and so
do not limit the solution space. Robots with non-holonomic constraints are restricted
in their movement and so restrict the solution space further, possibly resulting in an
empty space.
Even when a solution to the problem exists, it might be a terrible solution. It
is trivial to say that a robot with a known fixed-area sensor must follow a path of
some minimal length to cover an area with that sensor. An optimal solution would
be one which is no longer than the theoretical minimum necessary for coverage. A
non-holonomic vehicle may not even be able to follow this minimum path and so there
may exist a different minimum length for any given non-holonomic vehicle type. Note
this is not a pedantic question. A less optimal solution is a more expensive solution
in both time and resources; energy, likely, is the most scarce. Given the expansive
areas some planners are given to find coverage, a poor enough plan might not even
be implementable. At a minimum, execution will need to be halted for refueling.

1.2

Motivation

Optimal plans with holonomic constraints
At the time of this work, the state of the art for generating optimal coverage plans
is in the work by Xu, Viriyasuthee, and Rekleitis [107]. The authors present a very
fast algorithm constructing a plan for a vehicle to cover a known region. Their
algorithm depends on a seed-spreader coverage technique. That is, a back-and-forth
linear motion from one environment edge to another. After each motion, the robot
4

makes a motion perpendicular to its direction of coverage, a distance equal to its
sensor’s radius. They use a cellular decomposition to break their environment into
regions, each capable of being covered by a seed-spreader motion plan. The plan is
executed by a UAV with GPS-enabled way-point following. The results are shown
in Figure 1.1. It is evident that entry and exit from coverage area—the area outside
of the shadowed regions—is problematic. The region covered by the sensor creates
coverage paths which are too close together which results in a key-hole flight path, at
best. The planner is unable to take into account that the distance between successive
coverage passes is greater than twice the vehicle’s turn radius.
Due to the deconstruction method, their algorithm must also consider large sections of the to-be-covered regions in isolation. One side-effect of the discretization
is apparent in upper shadowed region of the map (a) in Figure 1.1. Because the
planner must consider regions across the shadowed area in isolation, it cannot choose
to cross back-and-forth between them. The large loop which crosses the entirety of
the shadowed region’s width there cannot, instead, continue on and cover a portion
of the area to the right of the shadow.
If the region to be covered is large enough, then covering from one “side” to
the other and the translating back might be a costly decision. Ideally, the planner
should plan coverage both beginning and ending at the starting point with coverage
occurring constantly between. Their algorithm does just this; however, due again to
their discretization, undesirable behavior sometimes occurs. Consider the coverage
plan above and below the shadow in image (a) or left and right of the shadow in
image (b) of Figure 1.1. Those large regions are split perpendicular to the axis of
coverage. This allows the authors’ algorithm to plan a coverage path “out” from the
starting point and then back “in” to the starting point.
The authors present a very fast algorithm for covering a large space with a mobile
robot. That speed is due to their discretization of the environment and use of the

5

Figure 1.1 A plan created with the method presented by Xu, Viriyasuthee and
Rekleitis [107] and executed by a fixed wing UAV.
seed-spreader behavior. But if an optimal path is to be planned, then at a minimum
the planner should be able to make global decisions based on the robot’s motion
constraints. Also, it would need to be aware of the difference between obstacle space—
through which translation is impossible or at least very expensive compared to free—
and space that is just not interesting to cover. In Section 1.3 we introduce our
algorithm which does just that.

Complex robots
As in the work described above [107], when solving coverage problems it is common
to assume the navigation problem is solved [67, 102]. To enable this assumption,
either a carefully crafted environment must be engineered or a host of sensors are
required. Additionally, a local planner is required to execute the plan generated by
the global planner along with powerful enough processing to execute that planner
before or along with the local planner. This combination means that planning must
be done, at least partially, online. While this is acceptable for many problems, the
cost of the robot necessary to execute plans may prohibit its application. When the
iRobot Roobma presented its solution to the consumer-grade automated vacuum,
6

it used a mostly random algorithm to provide coverage [56]. iRobot increased the
robot’s sensors to include an IR sensor. This iteration of the robot performs SLAM
to solve the coverage problem. These changes increase the cost of the device and
introduce more points of failure.
However, if one agrees with Occam and what is wanted or required is a very simple robot model which can make guarantees of coverage, Section 1.4 introduces our
exploration of an incredibly simple robot model, which despite error-prone motions
can make guarantees on environment coverage. Our algorithm solves both the navigation problem and coverage problem with an offline planner and is able to provide
the portion of the environment for which it will certainly cover.

1.3

Dubins Coverage

Our first main contribution is an algorithm that improves upon Xu, Viriyasuthee,
and Rekleitis [107] by providing a novel deconstruction method for a known environment which allows for optimal-length paths. Our solution addresses the problem of
generating a circuit—the shortest path visiting every necessary point while starting
and ending at a given point—by providing a means for a natural shortest path out
and back. The planner may skip areas while covering out toward the furthest points
from the starting point using them to return while covering if that results in a shorter
path.
In addition to considering generating a circuit, the deconstruction also allows a
planner to choose the next best step with respect to both distance between steps
and movement constraints of the robot. Using this deconstruction, the seed-spreader
behavior is not necessarily prescribed, but may be “discovered” by the planner.
Using our deconstruction, in Chapter 3 we prove that calculating the optimal
path to cover an environment is an NP-Hard problem. Given that knowledge, we
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Figure 1.2 The results of our algorithm planning to cover an environment
compared to three of our heuristics.
present a family of heuristics to improve the runtime of coverage path calculation.
The algorithms are run against several simulated environments and their performance
evaluated. Figure 1.2 presents the results of our implementation with the complete
graph provided as a baseline along with our heuristics’ performance.
In Chapter 4 we address the well-known problem of coverage with a vehicle with
non-holonomic movement constraints. We address the problem of large coverage plans
and the need to minimize the length of those plans. We select a common movement
constraint—the restriction of the minimum turning radius of a vehicle. This is a
common restriction in aircraft, water surface, and vehicles using Ackermann steering.
To find paths which these vehicles may follow, we consider a planner which must
generate actions a Dubins vehicle could execute [33]. We specifically seek sequences
of actions a fixed-wing aircraft performing aerial coverage with a camera or a surface
water vehicle performing coverage of bodies of water with sonar could execute.
The above scenario is often considered by researchers solving coverage problems
due to its immediate experimental and real-world capabilities. The specific robot
we imagine executing our plans is a water surface vehicle with a down-facing sonar,
similar to the one shown in Figure 1.3 a vehicle used by Kimball, et al. [62]. Our initial
8

Figure 1.3 A autonomous watercraft with down-facing Hummingbird Echosounder
sonar. [62]
application is providing automated coverage for depth maps of the floors of bodies
of water. An immediate usage of this research is in maintaining maps of depths of
channels used by ocean-going container ships. Other applications might study coral
reefs with an additional RGB camera.
We begin with the case of a water surface vehicle, assuming the environment and
a portion of its surroundings are sufficiently deep enough to avoid collisions. Aircraft
are assumed to be flying high enough to avoid environmental intersection and extend
this to problems involving robots performing coverage in water deep enough to avoid
collision. We then define the portion of the environment as “don’t care” regions. This
gives us regions we care about covering and regions about which we do not. This
formulation we call Dubins coverage.
One common approach to coverage is using a method known as boustrophedon
coverage or “the way of the ox.” A vehicle following this path enters the coverage
area, continues to the end of the area, performs a rotation of π, re-enters the coverage
region, and repeats the process. This process gets its name from the way an ox is
used to pull a plow up and down a field. A vehicle using this method requires
a “sweep-able” [18] or monotone polygon [86]—that is a polygon monotonic with
respect to one axis. The vehicle can complete coverage by simply executing the
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boustrophedon coverage method as described, along linear sweeps aligned with the
axis to which each cell is aligned. There exists an algorithm named for this type of
coverage, discretizing an environment into monotonic cells which are well-suited for
boustrophedon coverage.
This process is called boustrophedon cellular decomposition (BCD) [4, 25, 30].
Each cell of the decomposition is typically, and independently, covered by a boustrophedon coverage plan. Because the cells are covered independently, most of the
decision planning lies in ordering and modifying the cells for coverage. A common
means of decomposition is to run a sweep line over the environment, beginning and
ending cells at critical points of the environment. After decomposing the environment
and sequencing the resulting cells, an algorithm encodes the boustrophedon coverage
paths into a coverage plan for the environment. A more in-depth discussion of the
method [107] appears in Section 2.
The water surface vehicle is assumed to have complete information about its state
and environment. This is accomplished using global positioning sensors as well as
a depth camera. Practical implementations using vehicles with Dubins kinematics,
such as boats [44] or fixed wing UAVs [85], often do not address the constraint while
planning a solution to the coverage problem, leaving the low-level controller to handle
the trajectory generation. Our planner builds plans to specifically address the movement constraints of the vehicle while still leaving a local planner to handle following
the path. A rigorous definition of our problem appears in Chapter 3.1.
Though BCD with boustrophedon coverage leads to very fast solutions and onlinecapable planners, there are some downsides: the planner cannot consider the way
in which each cell is covered in context of the larger problem, cannot consider the
turning constraints of the robots executing them, and may have to modify the cells.
In this dissertation takes a different approach—we blend the coverage of individual
cells with the ordering and sequencing in an attempt to paths which provide coverage
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plans considering the movement constraints of the environment.

Minimal decomposition
Our goal is to select tuples specified by the point at which the action should be
executed, the action given as a direction (speed is constant), and a duration to execute
the action, representing some “atomic” unit of coverage at a specified heading. In
the extreme case, one might consider the coverage provided by every action starting
from every point in the environment of every duration. This would result in quite a
few actions; an infinite set of actions to be exact. To make the number finite, our
decomposition in Section 4.1 leaves us with a set of objects representing the minimal
amount of coverage which would be accomplished with a prescribed linear pass over
the environment along some axis (as defined in Section 3.1). The starting point is
specified and rather than storing duration, we store the resulting end point of the
action.
We begin with a line sweep BCD to generate the cells which are known to be
coverable by a boustrophedon path. We then further split the cells into passes along
the same axis as the sweep line generating the cells. The splits should be of width
no greater than the diameter of the robot’s coverage sensor. The process results in a
set of passes which, if all covered mean that the environment is covered. If the cells
are decomposed into these passes, an obvious choice is to create a graph with nodes
representing the passes and edges representing the distance between the nodes. It
is also obvious at this point that coverage requires a path through the environment
visiting each cell exactly once. This is, of course, an instance of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). To achieve optimality, however, one must consider that a pass
or vertex could be visited in one of two directions along the given axis. In this case,
there must actually be two nodes in the graph—one representing the pass covered in
each direction. We note that both nodes need not be visited. Covering the pass in
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one direction is as good as the other. In this case, we group each pair of nodes into
a set and the problem generalizes to a special instance of the TSP called set TSP
(sTSP) or General TSP (GTSP).

Proof of hardness
Solving a TSP as part of a planner may seem like an overestimation of the complexity
of the coverage problem, however we prove in Chapter 3 that Dubins coverage is an
NP-complete problem. Our proof draws heavily from Padimitriou’s proof of the
Hardness of the Euclidean traveling salesman problem [83] and Savla, Frazzoli, and
Bullo’s work on the hardness of the Dubins traveling salesman problem [96] to perform
a reduction from the Exact Coverage problem.

Heuristic
This is bad news for optimal coverage plans which consider the robot’s movement
constraints. The good news is that because the runtime of TSP experiences nonpolynomial growth in the number of nodes and edges. In Chapter 4.2 we devise and
compare several heuristics by which we reduce the number of one or both. Though
optimality is marginally reduced, we achieve much better run times.
In a general sense, a heuristic’s goal is to reduce choices which are not likely to
lead to an optimal solution, while preserving many of the choices which do. Our first
and most aggressive attempt simply specifies the direction which selects which of the
two nodes in each set is kept—it drops half of the nodes and connected edges in the
graph. The other three are less aggressive, selecting edges which are less likely to be
included in a minimal circuit.
We present the performance of our planners in Section 4.3 and demonstrate a
clear winner. In the analysis of the planner, it is clear when boustrophedon coverage
is the optimal decision and when it is not.
12

Multi-Robot Extension
Finally, as is typical in many robot applications, the question must be asked, do
"many hands make light work?" In Section 4.4 we answer that question and present
extensions to our algorithm.

1.4

Blind Coverage

In the previous formulation, state is known at every point of execution and no steps
need be taken for localization. Next, we consider the same problem without movement constraints—using a holonomic vehicle—but both reduce our information state,
knowledge of robot pose, and generate a fully offline plan. Most of the existing coverage techniques rely on precise control of the robot’s motion. For example, techniques
based on the boustrophedon decomposition [30, 90] require the robot to be able to
travel accurately in straight lines along the coverage passes, and also to be able to
transit precisely between the passes. The motivating example is vacuuming a bounded
space. To explore the impact of a partial information state on the coverage problem,
we say that the robot only has a bump sensor and compass. The compass is a powerful sensor, because it offers a global frame of reference to combat the accumulation
of error. In practice a compass does not perform reliably, but it was shown in [72]
that a very short range sensor and map can be used to simulate a compass in this
formulation.
Specifically, we consider a robot model with only two movement primitives: First,
the robot can rotate in place to face a given direction, though this rotation is subject
to some unknown bounded disturbance. Second, the robot can move forward from its
current position until reaching the environment boundary. The robot cannot measure
the distance traveled (it has no odometer nor clock) nor does it have any other sensors
to provide feedback about its motion through the world.
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In this model the robot’s state is not necessarily ever known exactly, but is maintained as a range of possible states and all planning must take into account that lack
of specificity. In the previous formulation, all actions were either coverage actions
or translation actions. The sequence most often alternates between coverage actions
and translation actions with optimality expressed as the path with least time spent
translation. In the second model—what we call blind coverage—a lot of time may be
spent on localization actions. The primary alternative, realized with great success in
the original Roomba [100], is to move with some a degree of randomness. In that case,
one expects the probability of complete coverage to increase as the robot continues
its movement, though any guarantees are only probabilistic. In contrast, this blind
coverage considers a coverage problem in which a robot that is very simple —with no
feedback sensing, and with highly error-prone actuation— can nonetheless guarantee
to cover a certain portion of its environment.
Our interest in such simple robot models derives both from a practical desire to
limit the complexity and expense of robots deployed for such tasks, but also from a
desire to understand the underlying information requirements of robot coverage. Our
algorithm computes a sequence of motions for the robot to attempt to cover as much
of the environment as possible before returning to its start state. As stated above,
the algorithm must confront the dual challenges of navigation and coverage:
Navigation with this robot model can be challenging because the available sensor
data is so limited, the robot may easily lose track of its own position; coverage with
this robot model can be challenging because if the robot does not know its own
position with relatively high accuracy, it cannot be certain of which parts of the
environment are being covered.
Figure 1.4 shows an example of our algorithm’s output, in which the differentlycolored shaded regions illustrate regions that can be covered by this approach for
varying bounds on the amount of rotational error.
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Figure 1.4 A maze-like environment. Our algorithm generates a plan that is
guaranteed to cover the portions of this environment. Results from several runs of
the algorithm, showing the region guaranteed to be covered by the approach for
error bounds ranging from 0.5 degrees to 3 degrees of error on each motion, are
shown. For example, the cyan shaded region is the portion of the environment
covered by a plan generated by our algorithm for a robot that may experience up to
2 degree of error with each of its motions. The red region (largely occluded by other
layers) is the result under a 0.5 degrees per motion error bound.
.
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The idea of the algorithm is to construct a directed graph. Vertices of the graph
represent contiguous sets of possible states, represented as line segments along the
boundary, in which the robot might know its true state lies. Edges of the graph
correspond to achievable transitions between these segments, labeled with the region
that is guaranteed to be covered by that transition. After constructing this graph, the
planning algorithm is then a process of identifying edges that (a) would be beneficial
to cross because they would cover some new portion of the environment, (b) can be
reached from the starting position, and (c) can be returned from.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1

Holonomic Coverage

The various flavors of coverage problems have been studied so extensively that a
full review is impossible here. Recent research has studied the role of environment
decomposition [3, 46, 55, 108], particularly on grids: [7, 42, 53, 91]; coordination of
multiple robots [12,60,61,63,89,90,109]; and different path types such as spirals [24,51]
or Dubins curves [61, 71, 95, 106, 107].
We refer the reader to the surveys by Choset [29] and by Galceran and Carreras [47] for a more complete picture. In our initial formulation—Dubins coverage—
we discretize and represent the environment in such a way as to make use of our
knowledge of the robot’s movement constraints to build plans for coverage. Introduced by the work presented in [22, 79], we assume that a map of the environment
is provided both for path planning and coverage delineation. We also choose to use
some environmental discretization as this is known to be useful in determining when
coverage is complete as is pointed out in [29]. It is common to use “seed-spreader”
style coverage plans to cover obstacle-free cells [30, 103], therefore we seek a decomposition which lends itself to this pattern yet we do not explicitly make use of it.
Though we are looking for a complete coverage algorithm, we do not want online
algorithms like [1,2,5,26], since we envision applications of our work repeatedly using
the coverage plan.
There are two works which must be addressed in particular. The first [107] by
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Xu, Viriyasuthee and Rekleitis inspired our work on an optimal solution to Dubins
coverage. The second [106], arrived at the same data structure and search algorithm
as our work and therefore need be included for sake of completeness.

2.2

Optimal Holonomic Coverage

Xu, Viriyasuthee, and Rekleitis’s planner plans for an environment that is considered
to be both obstacle and free-space. We noted that obstacle space in their work is
not obstacle in the traditional sense of high cost due to intersection. Therefore, the
planner does not explicitly avoid intersection areas marked obstacle. Additionally,
each subdivision of the environment is covered nearly independent of others and
there are cases where the coverage decomposition must be updated by a potentially
non-optimal method. The three major improvements we seek to make to their work
is treating obstacle space as space which does not need be covered but offers no
additional costs, making plans to cover a decomposed cell dependent on other cells,
and avoiding manipulation of cells.
Similar to their work, we begin with a Morse decomposition of the environment
resulting in a BCD. Rather than insisting on boustrophedon paths, we allow such
paths to emerge from the planner due to them being the “best” thing the robot can
do, letting our planner decide exactly how cells should be covered. Our work also
differs from [107] in that solutions generated by the planner, contain and are guided
by the cost of movement. In [107] a boustrophedon cellular decomposition (BCD) is
used, then the edges necessary to visit each cell are produced, but the actual coverage
is left to path planning by a boustrophedon path planner. Like Tokekar et al. [98], our
algorithm results in a more fine-grain discretization. Rather than sampling however,
we slice each cell from the above-described BCD into the number of passes required
to cover it following a single axis. This discretization is used to generates plans which
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allow a robot to cover parts of multiple cells, rather than covering one cell at a time.
The work in [106] also considers the possibility using passes as the nodes of a
graph. They do not offer an algorithm to actually generate the graph or a means by
which the Hamiltonian cycle will be constructed or implemented. In our work, we
provide a planner using the described graph and then implement reductions of that
graph to reduce the search space of TSP.
Our work is similar to [55] and [108] in that we are attempting to partition the
environment in such a way as to make use of our knowledge of the robot’s movement
constraints. However, unlike these two works, we are not attempting to minimize
the amount of rotation to avoid the kinematic constraint. We, instead, allow the
minimum turning radius of the robot to guide our search for good plans. Like [46]
the environment is sliced in such a way as to behave as graph-like model, but instead
of a spanning tree, a graph is used.
The proposed algorithm can be extended to multi-robot systems by introducing a
negotiation protocol such as the one proposed by Kong, New, and Rekleitis [63]. Furthermore, contrary to Acar et al. [3] the generated paths from the proposed algorithm
cover all available areas without a need for a backtracking step.
The metric traveling salesman problem with Dubins curve constraints, called Dubins traveling salesman problem, has been well studied [78, 96]. It is defined in the
same way as the TSP, but adds a new constraint—that the path to visit all nodes
must consist of line segments and curves of a given minimum radius. The Dubins TSP
is closely related to our problem. Depending on the formulation of coverage, there
is a TSP hiding inside. We show that the path to cover a corresponding coverage
problem can be extracted from a plan to visit all the nodes of a Dubins TSP.
The coverage problem for a Dubins vehicle considered in [95] addresses a similar
problem and uses a similar vehicle model, but does not use a discretization of the
environment and does not provide an algorithmic approach. Our problem differs in
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that we are very explicit in our decomposition and use it to guide a structured plan
to completely cover all area(s) of interest.

2.3

Optimal Coverage With TSP

Because our work builds on theirs, this chapter describes the construction developed
by Yu, Roppel, and Hung [106]. The main idea of their work was to solve a coverage
problem by mapping coverage to a, so-called, general traveling salesman problem
(GTSP). GTSP adds a set of nodesets to the nodes and edges of TSP [77]. A nodeset
is simply a set of nodes from the graph. In GTSP, rather than finding the shortest
path which visits all the nodes, the goal is to find the shortest path which visits all the
nodesets. Noon and Bean provide a construction to turn a GTSP graph instance into
an asymmetric TSP (aTSP) graph instance—that is a TSP using a graph in which
the edges (vi , vj ) and (vj , vi ) may not have the same weight. Commercial solvers and
optimizers are available for TSP and the work in [65] provides a mechanism to convert
aTSP to TSP, at the cost of doubling the number of nodes and edges of the graph.
Generalized TSP
Input: A weighted graph G = (V, E) and a partition of V into nodesets S1 , . . . , Sm .
Output: The shortest cycle in G that visits each nodeset exactly once.

In their 2015 work, the authors assume a given rectilinear environment with holes,
which they call convex [106]. They propose a method by with the environment
is discretized into passes which they call “tracks.” Their first step is to discretize
the environment. Though it is not explicitly described, it appears they envision a
sweep line passing along the environment in a direction perpendicular to the direction
of coverage to construct their passes. Next, they note that a given track may be
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covered in either of two directions perpendicular to the sweep line. These two coverage
directions become the nodes of a graph and are, each, included in a nodeset for GTSP.
They next convert their GTSP graph into an aTSP graph, the result of which can be
used to build a plan to cover the environment one track at a time, minimizing the
overall cost of time spent not covering the region as show in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 An environmental decomposition for a farming robot covering a known
bounded region and its translation into an GTSP [106].
The last step the planner must take is conversion from a Hamiltonian cycle to
a coverage path plan. Though the authors offer no means by which this should be
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accomplished, given the nodes of the cycle it is not difficult to construct a plan by
interleaving the straight-line passes and Dubins curves between passes into a complete
coverage path plan. A planner might start with the node representing the first pass
v0 , calculate the straight-line plan to cover it. Next, it would calculate the Dubins
curve necessary to translate from v0 to v1 and append that to the path and repeat
the process for each additional node/edge.

2.4

Minimalist Robotics

Our second formulation is a novel approach to the problem and to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no work attempting coverage in a similar manner. However,
this work draws inspiration from the significant body of prior work on minimalism in
robotics.
The idea embodied in this work is related to the idea of “pre-image backchaining” introduced by Lozano-Pérez, Mason and Taylor [74]. Their research describes
the notion of a fine-motion strategy as an effective counter to position uncertainty in
compliant motions. The idea in this research is similar in the way an error cone—a
range of possible uncertainty values for each translation made by a robot—will increase the set of possible states from a single known state to some larger set of states
derived from a known bound on error.
Erickson, et al. [39] also use the idea of an error cone to solve a global active
localization problem. They describe a system whereby actions are carefully chosen to
drive the probability of the robot’s position toward a single cell in a coarse discretization of the environment. Rather than using a probabilistic approach, a worst-case
analysis is used. The other obvious difference is that this is an approach to solving a coverage problem and thus points are used as landmarks, indirectly providing
additional information about the robot’s state.
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The idea of landmark-based navigation was also proposed by Lazanas and Latombe
[68]. They suggest the use of landmarks such that while the robot is in proximity
of a landmark, the robot is able to execute error-free actions. They also assert that
the robot is able to recognize when it has achieved its goal. In contrast, the robot
considered here has no sensor which would allow it to do so, nor will planning depend
on the robot explicitly sensing that it has achieved its goal state. The planner herein,
also, will never assume error-free actions by the robot nor an exact knowledge of any
state after leaving the initial state. Instead, a carefully crafted plan that ensures
the robot has covered the goal region at plan completion, in spite of its lack of a
goal-detecting sensor is used.
There is a similar idea in Erdmann and Mason’s sensorless manipulation [36] and
Kristek and Shell’s deform-able sensorless manipulation [64]. This work will follow
suit with an inspection of the robot’s environment, rather than any engineering of
the environment as in [74]. The synthesis of these works will result in a planner that
uses parts of the environment as landmarks, by describing a careful iterative motion
process to eliminate uncertainty periodically throughout the robot’s execution. By
determining landmarks from plentiful environment features, in this case, convex vertices, a very simple robot is able to solve problems previously considered only through
changing the environment in some way or the addition of more sensors.
This approach has parallels to prior work on coastal navigation [93], but applies
in a minimalist setting, considering a robot equipped with no sensors other than
a compass and a contact sensor. This study using a very simple robot model is
motivated by the obvious desire to understand how navigation problems can be solved
with simple, inexpensive robots, but also by a broader interest in understanding
what information is truly required to complete the navigation task by minimizing the
complexity of the robot.
The goal of considering simplified sensing and actuation systems while solving
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meaningful problems is not new. A number of different tasks have been addressed
with this approach, including manipulation in general [9, 37, 38, 74], part orientation
specifically [8, 14, 36, 50, 76, 101], navigation [16, 31, 58, 59, 68, 75], and mapping [1, 26,
27, 79, 99]. More generally, others have explored the question of the minimal sensing
requirements to complete a given task [17, 32, 38]. This methodology of minimalist
robotics research can arguably be traced back to Whitney [104].

2.5

Blind Navigation

The observations necessary for blind coverage come from a previous work by Lewis
and O’Kane [72]. In this work, the authors utilize the same robot model—a robot
with a single bit bump sensor and compass—to solve navigation problems in a known
environment, so-called blind navigation. The bump sensor is considered reliable and
the compass has a known upper bound on error called θmax .
As in blind coverage, actions are simply to face a given direction and translate
until contact with a wall. As described in Section 5.2 and illustrated in Figure 2.2,
some actions are labeled safe and some unsafe, where safe is defined as a contiguous
set of points along a single environment edge.
The blind navigation problem relied a great deal on the authors’ so-called “cornerfinding” algorithm. A discretization of the environment was necessary, but was built
around the idea of bridging the line of sight between two corners which were not
“visible” to each other. Uncertainty was allowed to increase by some amount, but
then was quickly driven close to zero when a corner was visible from a position which
allowed for forward progress in navigation. The discretization, then, was built around
structures in the environment which precluded visibility such as T-junction hallways
and very long hallways as shown in Figure 2.3 and led to solutions of the form seen
in Figure 2.4
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Figure 2.2 An error cone from a state S along action u offset by θmax with far
boundary spans two edges of the environment. As a result, the illustrated action u
would not be in any interval of safe actions. [72]
The biggest differences blind coverage and blind navigation is that we are solving a
different problem—coverage vs navigation. Additionally, we do not make use of their
“corner-finding algorithm.” Rather, we allow uncertainty to accumulate and reduce
without ever forcing the planner to elect to have the robot localize itself toward a
single point at a convex vertex.
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Figure 2.3 An environment environment discretized for blind navigation with
corner-finding. [72]
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Figure 2.4 A plan generated using the discretized environment from Figure 2.3.
The figure shows 20 simultaneous simulations of a robot executing that plan. [72]
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Chapter 3
Hardness of Optimal Dubins Coverage
In this chapter, we analyze the difficulty of planning an optimal coverage path for
a Dubins vehicle—that is, for a robot that moves forward at a constant speed, constrained by a minimum turn radius. We call this problem Optimal Dubins Coverage
(ODC).

3.1

Problem Statement

In this section, we formalize the ODC problem.

Robot Model
This work makes the common assumption that the robot’s shape is irrelevant with
respect to its workspace. If this is not true, its shape is treated, without loss of
generality, as a disk exactly large enough to contain the robot’s true geometry. With
this assumption, the robot is modeled as a point in a plane with orientation. Its state
space is defined as R2 × [0, 2π). The robot is described by a discretized time model
such that at any time t, its pose is defined as the tuple (xt , θt ). The robot’s position
in the plane is xt ∈ R2 and its orientation is θt ∈ [0, 2π).
The robot’s translations are limited by a constraint on its minimum turning radius
ρ, and a constraint that movement maintains a constant forward speed, assumed
(without loss of generality) to be 1. These constraints result in a vehicle capable
of following only Dubins paths [33]. It is important to note that one of a Dubins
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vehicle’s constraints is the vehicle’s forward momentum must be maintained. Many
path-planning algorithms assume the robot can both stop and back up as a means to
get arbitrarily close to an obstacle, before backing away maintaining the minimum
turning constraint. Unfortunately we cannot relax the constraint as we would like our
planner to handle vehicles like fixed-wing UAVs. Included in the robot’s translations,
but not explicitly modeled, is some means of maintaining a workable bounds on error.
We assume the robot has access to a global positioning system, without requiring that
we model the process of bounding error.
The robot has a sensor which allows it to observe a disk centered on its position
with radius φ. Observations given by this sensor are left purposely vague as they
have no bearing on the robot’s pose. They are not used explicitly by the planner
in any way except to note the area which each would cover. We further make the
assumption that sensor readings are continuous or can be taken often enough and
that t is small enough that overlapping sensor readings form a region with a static
width of φ. This assumption is necessary for our planner to achieve coverage.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the robot model notation.

Environment Representation
As is typical in a coverage problem, the planner has a complete and accurate map of
the environment or its boundary. From that map, we consider a bounded polygonal
subset of the plane, denoted P ⊂ R2 . Few restrictions are placed on P , as the problem
must include possibly disconnected and/or non-convex areas of interest as illustrated
in Figure 3.2. Currently there are no areas of obstacle space and translations between
disconnected regions are assumed to be possible without consideration of collisions
with the environment. This is not an unreasonable expectation as both aerial and
aquatic environments often provide such.
Coverage is described as the problem of passing a robot or robot’s sensor over
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ρ
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Figure 3.1 The robot executing plan τ , at position xt , with a minimum turn radius
ρ, and a sensor footprint φ.

Figure 3.2 A non-convex, disconnected environment solvable by our algorithm.
The filled areas outlined in white are areas of interest.
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every portion of a known environment. To restate the problem as a motion planning
problem, we say that our goal is to generate a plan τ , obeying the robot’s motion
constraints, defined as
τ : [0, T ] −→ R2 × [0, 2π) ,

(3.1)

in which T is a finite termination time for the plan. We call τ a coverage path if, for
every point p ∈ P , there exists a time t ∈ [0, T ] for which
|xt − p| ≤ φ.

(3.2)

The intuition is that as the robot executes the plan τ , its sensor will pass over
every part of the areas of interest. Our goal is to compute an optimal coverage path,
in the sense of minimizing the termination time T . We realize the minimization by
selecting the shortest path with covers every point in the environment. As there
is some fixed minimal coverage necessary for a finite-sized sensor to pass over every
point in the environment, the optimization comes in deciding how the robot translates
from covering states through non-covering states.
Optimal Dubins Coverage Problem (ODC)
Input: A polygon P , sensor footprint φ, and minimum turning radius
ρ.
Output: A plan τ of minimum length, which when followed by a
robot with sensor footprint φ and minimum turning radius ρ results in
coverage of the polygon P .

We establish that Optimal Dubins Coverage (ODC), when cast as a decision
problem is NP-Complete. Specifically, we consider the following problem.
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Optimal Dubins Coverage (Decision Version)
Input: A polygon P , sensor footprint φ, minimum turning radius ρ,
and d ∈ R+ .
Output: YES if there exists a τ , which when followed by a robot
with sensor footprint φ and minimum turning radius ρ which results in
coverage of the polygon P with length such that |τ | ≤ d, NO otherwise.
The proof, which proceeds by reduction from Exact Cover [48]—a known NP-complete
problem—draws heavily from existing hardness proofs for the Euclidean Traveling
Salesman (ETSP) [52, 83] and Dubins Traveling Salesman (DTSP) [78] problems.
In what follows, we write ETSP(Q) to refer to the length of the shortest path that
visits each of the points in Q. Likewise, we write DTSP(Q, ρ) for the length of the
shortest Dubins curve with turning radius ρ that visits every point in a given finite
set of points Q.
The Exact Cover problem from which we reduce is defined thusly.
Exact Cover (EC)
Input: Two families F and F ′ , of subsets of a finite set U .
Output: YES if F ′ is a subfamily of F consisting of disjoint sets, such
that F ′ covers U , NO otherwise.

Papadimitriou [83] describes construction that maps an instance of EC to a set
points Q = {q1 , . . . , qm } in the plane with size O(n2 ), the problem size of EC. The
construction also produces numbers L and δ, and provides two guarantees. If the EC
instance has a solution, then
ETSP(Q) ≤ L.

(3.3)

If the EC instance has no solution, then
ETSP(Q) ≥ L + δ.
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(3.4)

Our reduction from EC to DCov utilizes this construction directly. Given an
instance of EC, we form an instance of DCov as follows.
1. Execute Papadimitriou’s construction to obtain Q, L, and δ.
2. Choose, for the minimum turn radius ρ, any positive value
ρ≤

δ
,
2mκπ

(3.5)

in which κ ≈ 2.6575 is the constant the appears in Ny, Feron, and Frazzoli [78].
3. Choose, for the sensor footprint φ, any positive value
(3.6)

φ ≤ δ/(2m) − κπρ.

Note that Equation 3.5 guarantees the existence of a positive φ satisfying this
constraint.
4. Select P =

S

q∈Q

S(q, φ), in which S(x, r) refers to an axis-aligned square cen-

tered at x, with diagonal length r.
5. Set
d = L + κ⌈n/2⌉πρ.

(3.7)

This construction clearly takes polynomial time. To show that it is indeed a
reduction from EC to DCov, we will use three lemmas, two from the literature and
one original.
Lemma 1. (Savla, Frazzoli, and Bullo [96], Theorem 4.2) There exists a constant
κ < 2.658 such that, for any finite set of points Q and any turning radius ρ, we have
ET SP (Q) ≤ DT SP (P, ρ) ≤ ET SP (P ) + κ

n
πρ.
2

 

(3.8)

Lemma 2. (Savla, Frazzoli, and Bullo [96], Theorem 3.1) For two planar poses whose
positions are separated by distance d, the shortest Dubins curve connecting those poses
has length at most d + κπρ.
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Lemma 3. For any set Q of m points in the plane, any sensor footprint φ and any
minimum turning radius ρ, let P =

S

q∈Q

S(q, φ). Then we have

DCov (P, ρ, φ) ≤ DTSP(Q, ρ)

(3.9)

DTSP(Q, ρ) ≤ DCov (P, ρ, φ) + 2m(φ + κπρ).

(3.10)

and

Proof. For Equation 3.9, observe that, when the robot is at any point q ∈ Q, its
sensor footprint covers all of S(q, φ). Therefore, any path which visits each point in
Q also covers all of P .
For Equation 3.10, consider a coverage path τ for P . We form a new path τ ′
identical to τ , except that we insert some additional path segments to guarantee that
τ ′ passes through each q ∈ Q. Because τ is a coverage path for P and Q ⊂ P , we
know that for each each q ∈ Q, there exists some t at which the robot’s position
x(t) passes within distance φ of q, that is, |x(t) − q| ≤ φ. At this point, we insert
into τ ′ a Dubins curve from τ (t) to q (with arbitrary orientation) and from this pose
back to τ (t). Lemma 2 ensures that each of these two path segments have length no
longer than φ + κπρ. The total length of all of these ‘repairs’ is therefore bounded
by 2m(φ + κπρ), completing the proof.
We can now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 1. ODC is NP-hard.
Proof. Reduction from Exact Cover, using the construction outlined above. We need
to show that the EC instance has a solution if and only if the corresponding DCov
instance (P, φ, ρ, d) has a coverage path of length at most d. We write Q to denote
the finite point set generated by Papadimitriou’s construction.
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Suppose the EC instance has a solution. Then we have
DCov(P, φ, ρ) ≤ DTSP(Q, ρ)
≤ ETSP(Q, ρ) + κ
≤ L+κ



m
πρ
2



m
πρ
2




= d.
Here we have used, in order, Lemma 3, Lemma 1, Equation 3.3, and Equation 3.7.
For the other direction, suppose the EC instance has no solution. In that case,
we know
DCov(P, φ, ρ) ≥ DTSP(Q, ρ) − 2m(φ + κπρ)
≥ ETSP(Q, ρ) − 2m(φ + κπρ)
≥ L + δ − 2m(φ + κπρ)
≥ L
≥ d
These inequalities derive from Lemma 3, Lemma 1, Equation 3.4, Equations 3.6 and
3.5, and Equation 3.7 respectively.
Corollary 1. DCov is NP-Complete.
Proof. It remains only to show that DCov is in NP. We can use the coverage path
τ as the certificate, and compute the region covered by τ , a finite union of circles
and rectangles. Then verify (1) that this region is a superset of P using a standard
clipping algorithm, (2) that the length of τ is at most d, and (3) that τ is indeed a
Dubins curve for turning radius ρ.
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Chapter 4
Optimal Dubins Coverage
Chapter 3 introduced Optimal Dubins Coverage (ODC) and proved that is an NPHard problem. We also define, with rigor, the problem we seek to solve. In this
chapter, we present our formulation of the ODC problem, a means by which to map an
environment to a graph for GTSP, and a family of algorithms to reduce the complexity
of the graph to improve the runtime while maintaining a good approximation of the
correct answer. Finally we present an extension to a multi-robot formulation in the
work by Karapetyan et al. [61]

4.1

Graph Construction

In Chapter 3 we showed that unless P = N P , DCov cannot be solved optimally
by any polynomial time algorithm. Indeed, the best known algorithm, discussed
in Section 2.3, scales quite poorly as the number of passes increases. In addition,
the algorithm as originally presented omits a number of geometric details that are
essential for a complete implementation. In this section, we introduce an improvement
to that algorithm that generates high-quality coverage paths much more efficiently.
Algorithm 1 summarizes our approach.
Our first step in constructing a graph from which to generate plans for coverage
by a Dubins vehicle is the decomposition of P into pieces for which it is simpler to
construct coverage paths a Dubins vehicle can follow. To accomplish this, the planner partitions P into monotone regions using the boustrophedon cell decomposition
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Algorithm 1 OptimalDubinsCoverage(P, φ, ρ)
D ← BoustrophedonCellDecomposition(P )
P ← GeneratePasses(D, φ)
V ← P × {↑, ↓}
E ←V ×V
w ← ComputeWeights(E, ρ)
(v1 , . . . , vn ) ← SolveGTSP(V ′ , E ′ , w)
τ ← ConstructPlan(v1 , . . . , vn )
return τ

2φ

Figure 4.1 Decomposing the environment into passes. [left] The original
environment P . [middle] A decomposition of P into 4 cells, each y-monotone, via
Boustrophedon Cell Decomposition. [right] A refinement the above decomposition
into 14 passes of width at most 2φ.
(BCD) algorithm [30] (Alg. 1, line 1). While we do not seek to encode boustrophedonlike coverage behavior, if the planner discovers that is a valid solution, we provide a
mechanism for its selection. Next, we further refine the decomposition, cell-by-cell,
into a set P of “passes” Pi ∈ P such that each pass is a connected region that can
be covered in a single sweep from end-to-end (Alg. 1, line 2). Without loss of generality, we construct these passes with vertical orientations, utilizing divisions parallel
to the y-axis; see Figure 4.1. In a practical deployment the choice for the direction
of coverage would be affected by a variety of factors, such as, wind- or sea-current
direction, desired sensor placement, location of obstacles, etc [107], but would remain
axis-aligned.
The result is a set of passes, each no more than 2φ wide, such that the robot can
cover a pass in a single sweep of its sensor. To cover a given pass Pi , a robot must
follow a segment of the pass’s vertical bisector. We call this segment the covering path
segment for the pass. The covering path segment, specified by its top point t (Pi ) and
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t (Pi )

t (Pi )

t (Pi )

b (Pi )

b (Pi )

b (Pi )

Figure 4.2 [left] A pass Pi and its covering path segment. The shaded region area
is covered by the robot’s sensor as it traverses the covering path segment. [middle]
The graph vertex (P, ↑) has entry pose (b (Pi ) , π2 ) and exit pose (t (Pi ) , π2 ). [right]
The graph vertex (P, ↓) has entry pose (t (Pi ) , 3π
) and exit pose (b (Pi ) , 3π
).
2
2
its bottom point b (Pi ), is defined as the smallest segment along the vertical bisector
of Pi for which
Pi ⊆

[

q∈t(Pi )b(Pi )

B (q, 2φ)

as illustrated in Figure 4.2. When every pass Pi ∈ P is covered, then P is covered.
We must next map our passes into the vertices of a graph and create the necessary
edges. Once we have a graph and the solution to a TSP on the graph, we need only
map the circuit to a path. These steps are described below.
• The vertex set V consists of 2|P| vertices defined as V = P × {↑, ↓}. The
interpretation is that visiting a vertex indicates that the robot should cover
the given pass by traversing that pass’s covering path segment in the given




direction. For each up vertex (Pi , ↑) we define the entry pose as b (Pi ) , π2 and
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the exit pose as t (Pi ) , π2 . For down vertices (Pi , ↓), we define entry and exit
poses similarly mutatis mutandis. Figure 4.2 illustrates the construction.
• The edge set E contains 4|P|2 − 4|P| elements, connecting all pairs of vertices
excepting edges to self and edges between pairs in a set. For a given edge
eij ∈ E, its weight wij is defined as the length of a Dubins curve from the exit
pose of the source vertex vi , to the entry pose of the target vertex vj (Alg 1,
line 5).
• Given a circuit that visits, for each pass Pi , either (Pi , ↑) or (Pi , ↓), we can
directly construct a coverage path τ by alternating covering path segments with
Dubins curves between the successive passes in the circuit.
To generate the required circuit described above, we solve an instance of the
generalized traveling salesman problem (GTSP) [77].
Generalized TSP
Input: A weighted graph G = (V, E) and a partition of V into nodesets S1 , . . . , Sm .
Output: The shortest cycle in G that visits each nodeset Si , exactly
once.
This problem is readily shown to be NP-hard by reduction from the standard traveling
salesman problem and GTSP instances can be converted to instances of asymmetric
TSP (aTSP) by a straightforward linear time construction [66].
As described in Chapter 2.3, we form a GTSP instance, by partitioning the nodes
of our graph into |P| nodesets
{(P1 , ↑), (P1 , ↓)}, . . . , {(P|P| , ↑), (P|P| , ↓)},
each containing the two complementary vertices for a single pass. This forces a GTSP
solution to visit each pass exactly once, either its ↑ or its ↓ vertex. While the authors
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found no solvers for the GTSP, there exist heuristic optimizers for the aTSP are
available [73] that are fast in practice (Alg 1, line 6).
The result of SolveGTSP is a circuit providing the order in which each nodeset
should be visited. Due to our construction of aTSP from GTSP, the circuit contains
each pass in the environment twice, once for the up pass and once for the down pass
in either order. To build τ , note that the first occurrence of a pass is the correct
direction in which the pass should be covered. For each of these, we link the coverage
path segment with a Dubins curve to the first pass in the next node set given in the
circuit.

4.2

Graph Reductions

In Chapter 3 we showed that unless P = N P , ODC cannot be solved by any polynomial time algorithm. In this section we provide details for a family of practical—but
not necessarily optimal—algorithms that more efficiently generate high-quality coverage paths. In all of our approaches, we extend our Algorithm 1 after construction of
the graph and calculation of the edge weights on Line 5 we perform a graph reduction
before solving the GTSP problem. The process is outlined in Algorithm 2.
The reason we seek to reduce the graph’s size is straightforward; even with fast
heuristic solvers, GTSP is a hard problem. Performance is directly related to the
complexity of the graph, in that the larger the number of vertices and edges, the
larger the search space. Intuitively, the more nodes which must be visited the more
complex is the circuit to visit them all optimally. Following the same intuition,
additional edges create additional options for the path to follow. Additional edges
are a boon if they result in a shorter path but offer nothing and extend the search
area by a non-trivial amount when they do not.
Using the heuristic graph reductions, we consider several variations to generate
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subgraphs of G, omitting some vertices and/or edges. These omissions allow us
to potentially solve the GTSP more efficiently at the expense of a possible loss of
optimality. In each case, we seek to use our domain knowledge to remove edges (or
nodes) which would not appear in an optimal circuit of the sets.
1. Specified directions — Impose an ordering on the passes in P, with the
constraint that all passes generated from a single BCD cell appear contiguously,
in order from left to right. For all odd-numbered passes Pi in this ordering,
remove the vertex (Pi , ↑) and all of its incident edges. Likewise, delete (Pj , ↓)
for each even-numbered Pj .
(Our implementation generates the ordering starting from an arbitrary ordering
of the BCD cells induced by the underlying geometric data structures. It then
sequences the passes within each BCD cell from left to right.)
The goal of this reduction is to encode the Boustrophedon coverage algorithm
into the graph. With this reduction, we expect to see plans which “discover”
that strategy.
2. Alternating directions — Delete all edges that connect vertices with the same
direction. That is, we remove any edge from an ↑ vertex to an ↑ vertex, or from
a ↓ vertex to a ↓ vertex. The effect is to force the robot to alternate between
upward and downward sweeps, without pre-specifying the coverage direction for
each pass. Our goal is to avoid the specific case illustrated in Figure 4.3
3. Restricted weights — Our last observation is that edges which are very long
represent longer periods of translation in which no planned coverage is accomplished. As a general means of removing those less useful edges, we first
compute the mean µ and standard deviation σ of the edge weights. Next, select
a parameter z ∈ R and delete all edges whose weight exceeds µ + zσ.
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Figure 4.3 A plan to cover to adjacent passes with an unnecessarily long transition
path between coverage paths.
4. Specified directions with restricted weights — We also consider removing
very long edges left after our specified directions reduction. The method
first removes nodes and edges as described in specified directions, followed
by removing edges as described in restricted weights.
5. Alternating directions with restricted weights — In the same manner as
above, we seek to reduce the search space of our alternating directions reduction by further reduction. In this method we first perform the edge removals
as indicated by alternating directions, followed by the reduction described
by restricted weights.
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Algorithm 2 EfficientDubinsCoverage(P, φ, ρ)
D ← BoustrophedonCellDecomposition(P )
P ← RefineIntoPasses(D, φ)
V ← P × {↑, ↓}
E ←V ×V
w ← ComputeWeights(E)
(V ′ , E ′ ) ← ReduceGraph(V, E, w)
(v1 , . . . , vn ) ← SolveGTSP(V ′ , E ′ , w)
τ ← ConstructPlan(v1 , . . . , vn )
return τ
Algorithm 2 summarizes the overall approach. In the next section, we describe simulation results comparing these options.

4.3

Experiments

We implemented the above algorithms in simulation using “a hybrid mathematical
programming solver,” LocalSolver [73] as our TSP solver. LocalSolver does not solve
the TSP exactly and can get stuck in local maxima/minima. As LocalSolver does
not compute an optimal answer, it requires a halting value—either time or iterations.
Because iterations are linked to the complexity of the problem, we use this as our
halting metric. That is, LocalSolver can complete more iterations per second for
simpler problems. This gives us a means by which we may judge the reduction in
complexity of our different algorithms. In all of the examples below, we chose an
arbitrary 5,000,000 iterations as our halting condition.
The algorithms were implemented in C++ and animations were performed with
OpenGL. Below we provide results for two of the environments our planner solved.
The first environment in Figure 4.4 represents an environment with an area of interest
wrapping around an area which is not to be covered. One example is a crop-dusting
vehicle covering a similarly shaped field. The second environment in Figure 4.4 contains two holes in coverage. This environment is meant to depict an area in which
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Figure 4.4 [left] An environment wrapping around an area which does not require
coverage. [right] An environment with two areas which do not need coverage.
we are mostly interested, but does contain regions with no value for coverage.
We first present the results of Figure 4.5, results of running Algorithm 1 on a full
graph and a graph reduced by restricting edges. Minimum turning radius ρ was set
to 30.0 and, a relative, sensor footprint φ of 5.0 was used. Both solutions τ1 , τ2 failed
at finding a path which does not require a traversal of the length of a pass without
covering it. Though the emergent pattern appeared to follow a “way of the ox” [30]
coverage, the planner did make use of crossing the holes to shorten its path. With a
percent change of −2.59% from the full graph to a restricted edges graph, the planner
provides comparable results. The gain from this reduction does not seem worth the
time complexity to reduce.
Using the same φ and ρ, we ran Algorithm 2 with graphs reduced by both the
specified directions and specified directions with restricted weights reductions from
Section 4.2; see Figure 4.6 for the resulting paths. Both of these reductions fared
better than the two from Figure 4.5. The specified directions reduction had a percent
change of −8.68% from a full graph and −1.90% from restricted edge reduction.
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Figure 4.5 [left] A plan of length 37,535 constructed by simulating Algorithm 1
with a complete graph. [right] A plan of length 36,563 constructed by simulating
Algorithm 2 with a graph with restricted edges.
Adding the restricted weight reduction did not improve the path length from just
using specified directions.
An apparent weakness in our implementation becomes obvious in the alternating
directions reduction. We use the reduction from GTSP to aTSP described in [77]
and solve the aTSP with LocalSolver. Because LocalSolver is an optimizer and not
an exact solver, it gets stuck in local optima. This behavior often leads to paths
which violate the Noon and Bean construction from Chapter 2.3. The violation
results in paths which do not always visit all node sets of GTSP and therefore do
not cover an environment. To provide some implementation of our algorithm running
on a graph reduced to alternating edges and alternating edges with restricted edge
weights, we had to solve less complex environment and so increased φ to 45.0 and
kept the ρ from previous experiments. We ran Algorithm 2 with graphs reduced by
both the alternating directions with restricted weights and alternating directions with
restricted weights reductions from Section 4.2.
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Figure 4.6 [left] A plan with length 34,278 constructed by simulating Algorithm 2
with graph reduction down to specified directions. [right] A plan with length 35,867
constructed by simulating Algorithm 2 with a graph reduction to specified
directions with restricted weights.
Figure 4.7 is the result. An interesting emergence from these graph reductions was
the boustrophedon path which the robot followed. This path was the original insight
the author made from [107]—that given a knowledge of the turning constraints of a
robot it might sometimes be better to skip an environment slice and come back to
get it later.
Though a visual inspection of paths may provide insight into “attractive” paths
versus unattractive ones, data points are necessary to truly grasp the performance of
these reduction techniques. In the following set of experiments, we ran all reductions
on the two environments shown, varying ρ in Figures 4.8, 4.9 and φ in Figures 4.10,
4.11. The experiments in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 held φ at a constant 10.0 and
varied ρ. The experiments in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 held ρ at a constant 15.0 and
varied φ. Of the six graph type reductions, only restricted edges, complete, specified
directions, and specified directions with restricted edges, were able to regularly solve
these two environments under the varying inputs in the computation limit we gave.
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Figure 4.7 [left] A plan of length 3487 constructed by simulating Algorithm 2 on
the graph using an alternating directions with restricted weights. [right] A plan of
length 3487 constructed by simulating Algorithm 2 on the graph using a reduction
to alternating directions with restricted weights.

Figure 4.8 The results of covering the left environment Figure 4.4 with φ constant
at 10.0, varying ρ.
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Figure 4.9 An experiment ran to cover the right environment in Figure 4.4 with φ
constant at 10.0, varying ρ.
In Figures 4.9 and 4.11, results from the reductions to alternating directions and
alternating directions with restricted weights appear. The observation is that any
chance for LocalSolver to find viable solutions to these reductions occur sparsely and
for simpler input values φ and ρ.
Finding a clear and obvious winner in specified directions graph reduction, Figures 4.12 and 4.13 we ran experiments to determine how varying both φ and ρ affects
both path length and runtime.

4.4

Multi-robot Implementation

A solution to the multi-robot coverage problem is important. To cover relatively
large areas, meaning areas with small sensor radius relative to the area of coverage, a
single robot may not be enough. Figure 4.14 is a satellite image of a large lake near
Columbia, SC. The lake has a max length of 66km and max width of 23km. Plans
to cover this area could be incredibly long depending on sensor width. With a sensor
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Figure 4.10 An experiment ran to cover the left environment in Figure 4.4 with φ
varying, and ρ constant at 15.0.

Figure 4.11 An experiment ran to cover the right environment in Figure 4.4 with φ
varying, and ρ constant at 15.0.
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Figure 4.12 An experiment ran to cover the left environment in Figure 4.4 varying
both φ and ρ.

Figure 4.13 An experiment ran to cover the right environment in Figure 4.4
varying both φ and ρ.
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Figure 4.14 Satellite image of Lake Murray near Columbia, SC taken from the
Google Map web service. One target for our simulation. A plan to cover the lake
with any but the largest coverage radius would result in an extremely long coverage
path.

Figure 4.15 A coverage plan for a single robot generated by our Dubins Coverage
algorithm.
width of 285m, we generated a coverage plan for the environment and depict it in
Figure 4.15. As is evident, even with the large sensor width, the number of passes
required to cover the lake are enormous. Without a mobile energy source, it is likely
that an actual robot could not, in fact, complete the task.
In a collaboration with Karapetyan et al. [61] and the Autonomous Field Robotics
Laboratory (AFRL) [6], we extended the Dubins coverage algorithm to allow multi-
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ple robots to cooperate in coverage. In Karapetyan’s first work on the multi-robot
coverage problem, the author presents her Coverage with Route Clustering (CRC)
and Coverage with Area Clustering (CAC) algorithms [60]. In CRC, the environment
(as a binary occupancy grid) and number of robots is provided to the algorithm and
a tour is generated with algorithm from [107] and that tour is separated into a tour
for each robot using a k-postman approximation algorithm by Frederikson, Hecht,
and Kim [45]. Using the second algorithm CAC, they first break the environment
into a number of “approximately equal partitions” which act as vertices in a graph.
Next, they cluster the partitions into one subgraph for each robot and solve the Chinese postman problem (CPP) for each subgraph. The tour of edges is then used to
generate a coverage plan, again using [107].
We extended this idea to generate plans for Dubins Coverage that can be executed
by multiple robots. The Dubins Coverage algorithm is used extended by both the
CRC algorithm as well as the CAC algorithm, resulting in Dubins Coverage with
Route Clustering (DCRC) and Dubins Coverage with Area Clustering (DCAC). The
first application is a very logical usage of or extension to Dubins Coverage. Dubins
coverage is used to produce an optimal tour of vertices to cover the area. Next, the
path is subdivided into approximately equally long paths, with consideration of travel
time to-and-from the beginning and end coverage tour. Shown in Figure 4.16, the
robots’ coverage regions overlap in several places, as the planner selected nodes which
do not always lead to a Boustrophedon coverage behavior. As expected this extension
improves the execution time of any plan by a factor of the number of robots used
minus some proportion of the cost to travel to-and-from where their paths start and
end.
Where DCAC improves the time to execute plans generated by Dubins coverage,
DCAC from Karapetyan et al. [61] not only does the same, but also simplifies the
problem making thereby improving the runtime. As in Dubins coverage, the envi-
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Figure 4.16 A coverage plan using 5 robots to execute a multi-robot coverage plan
generated by Dubins Coverage with Route Clustering for the Lake Murray
simulated environment.
ronment is first divided into regions monotonic cells, the cells are further divided
into passes, the passes are used to generate a weighted, directed graph. Next, however, the graph is divided into k subgraphs, where k is the number of robots. As in
CAC [60], each subgraph is built in consideration to how far it lies from the starting
point by adding the cost to go and return to the cost to cover. Lastly, like the CAC
algorithm DCAC (possibly) uses a heuristic reduction and the solves the GTSP for
the graph. Figure 4.17 illustrates the planner solution. It is evident that the DCAC
algorithm integrates well with Dubins coverage. The sections of the map allocated
to each robot are more tightly grouped than DCRC as expected, and the coverage
regions get smaller the further they are from the starting point.
It is interesting to note that this version of the multi-robot extension also has an
impact on the run time of the algorithm. Using O(2n n) space, the Traveling Salesman
Algorithm can be solved exactly in O(2n n2 ) time [13, 54] where n is the number of
nodes in the graph. Using brute force and no more space, the time complexity is
order O(n!) and whether there exists an exact algorithm that runs in O(cn ) for some
c < 2 is currently an open problem [105]. Though we do not suggest this speedup
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Figure 4.17 A coverage plan using 5 robots to execute a multi-robot coverage plan
generated by Dubins Coverage with Area Clustering for the Lake Murray simulated
environment.

Figure 4.18 Three robots used to execute a plan generated by DCRC.
n

is a reason to use multiple robots, it is worth noting that a reduction to k · 2 k ·
said another way is
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k
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,
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nodes for which planning is not required.

The paths generated by the DCAC are no longer optimal, but can be generated much
faster and have the benefit of a linear decrease in time to execute the plans.

Physical Implementation
Given the superior speed in generating tours from subgraphs using DCAC versus
generating a global tour and the subdividing done in DCRC, what is lost is efficiency.
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Figure 4.19 The planned paths for 1, 2, and 3 robots are shown in (a), (b), and
(c), respectively. The actual paths taken from global information sensors for 1, 2,
and 3 robots are shown in (a), (b), and (c), respectively.
DCRC consistently provides a more efficient coverage path than DCAC. Because
the cost to cover is so much greater than the cost to create the coverage plan, it was
decided for field trials that DCRC would be the planner used. A section of the bottom
of Lake Murray near Columbia, SC was covered. A region was selected as map using
the Google Maps application. The map was converted into a binary occupancy grid,
representing the areas of interest for coverage. The DCRC algorithm was then given
the map along with parameters to create tours for 1, 2, and 3 robots. The ideal paths
and actual paths are shown in Figure 4.19.
The robots were equipped with a local planner, capable of executing way point
following.
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Chapter 5
Blind Coverage
As discussed, there is an idea shared by some roboticists—we value solving complex
robot tasks with a minimum of robot power. In an absence of powerful sensors
and actuators and knowledge, we seek to understand fundamental aspects of the
problems put to robots to solve. This chapter details our contribution to a minimalist
understanding of the coverage problem.

5.1

Problem Statement

This section provides the details of our robot model and problem.

Robot model
A disk-shaped robot with radius ρ moves through a known, bounded, planar, polygonal environment W ⊆ R2 . Using the center of the robot as its reference point, the
configuration space C is the set of positions within W with distance at least ρ from
the boundary of the environment:
C = {x ∈ W | B(x, ρ) ⊂ W }.
We follow the usual convention by writing B(p, r) to denote the open ball in R2 with
radius r, centered at p. Note that, though W has a polygonal boundary, the boundary
of C may include both line segments and circular arcs. See Figure 5.1. Informally,
the robot’s goal is ‘drive over’ —that is, to move within distance at most ρ of— as
much of W as possible.
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xk

W
C
uk + θk
xk+1

Figure 5.1 An illustration of the basic notation. At stage k, the robot moves in
direction uk + θk , from xk to xk+1 , covering a portion of the environment W along
the way. Both xk and xk−1 are points along the boundary of C. However, the robot
does not necessarily know xk , and certainly does not know θk .

We model time as a series of discrete stages k = 1, 2, . . . , K. The robot’s state
at stage k is denoted xk ∈ C. In each stage, the robot selects a movement direction
uk ∈ [0, 2π]/∼, in which ∼ is an equivalence relation that identifies 0 with 2π. This
motion is perturbed by an unknown error θk ∈ [−θmax , θmax ], in which θmax is a known
bound on the accuracy of the robot’s angular orientation. Because we are interested
in guarantees of coverage, we do assume that any probability model applies to the
selection of each θk ; the disturbances may be selected at random, or adversarially, or
through any other mechanism.
From a given state xk , the robot moves in direction uk + θk . The motion continues
until the edge of the robot’s body reaches the boundary of W (or, equivalently, until
the center of the robot reaches the boundary of C.) The state resulting from from
this motion is denoted xk+1 , and we denote this state transition function by f , so
that
xk+1 = f (xk , uk , θk ).
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The starting state x1 is assumed to be known.
This robot model could be implemented, for example, with a robot equipped
with a noisy compass and a contact sensor, but no way of measuring the distances
it travels. An unusual feature of the model is that, because there is no meaningful
feedback from any sensors, the robot’s strategy can be fully described as a sequence
of motion directions. There is no need to consider any branching or looping in plans
executed by this robot.

Minimalist coverage
We can now consider the coverage problem for this type of robot.
Definition 1. A point p ∈ W is covered by a given sequence of actions u1 , . . . , uK
and disturbances θ1 , . . . , θK if there exist k ∈ {1, . . . , K} and α ∈ [0, 1] such that
||p − (αxk + (1 − α)xk+1 )|| ≤ ρ.
Note that Definition 1 refers to a specific sequence of disturbances, and recall that
the specific disturbance values are unknown to the robot. Thus, we are interested, as
the next definition clarifies, in points that we can guarantee are covered, regardless
of the specific disturbances in any particular execution.
Definition 2. A point p ∈ W is certainly covered by a given sequence of actions
u1 , . . . , uK if p is covered by that action sequence under any disturbance sequence
θ1 , . . . , θK .
Definition 3. The certainly covered region, denoted CCR(u1 , . . . , uK ), is the set of
points in W that are certainly covered by u1 , . . . , uK .
The goal is to select actions that certainly cover some desired fraction of the
environment. Specifically, the problem is:
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Given an environment W , a start state x1 , a robot radius ρ, and the
error bound θmax , select a sequence of actions u1 , . . . , uK to maximize
Area(CCR(u1 , . . . , uK ))/ Area(W ).

5.2

Safe Actions and Possible States

Because of the unknown disturbances, as the robot moves through W , it will in general
be uncertain of its position. In our approach, we reason about this uncertainty using
a worst-case model. That is, we keep track of which states are possible, based on the
history, and which are not.
Specifically, we say that a state x ∈ C is a consistent with a series of actions
u1 , . . . , uk if there exists some sequence of disturbances θ1 , . . . , θk , under which the
robot’s final position xk is equal to x. In our approach, we follow our own precedent [72] by considering only plans for which the set of states consistent with the
action history is a line segment along the boundary of C. We write pk qk to denote
this segment of possible states at stage k. For consistency, we use the naming convention that a positive rotation of the vector qk − pk about pk is into W . When the
robot’s position happens to be known with certainty (as happens, for example, before
the first action is executed) then pk = qk and the segment is a single point.
We say that an action uk is safe from a segment pk qk along the boundary of C if
the resulting set pk+1 qk+1 of possible states for stage k + 1 is likewise a segment along
the boundary of C. See Figure 5.2.
Given a segment of possible states pk qk and the next action uk , we can use the
following procedure to simultaneously test whether uk is safe from pk qk and, if so, to
compute pk+1 qk+1 . First, we define a function ShootRay(x, u) which returns the first
point of intersection with δC from a ray emanating from the point x in the direction
u. This is a standard operation from computational geometry [23, 97]. To account
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Figure 5.2 [left] An example of a safe action. [right] This action is unsafe, because
pk+1 and qk+1 lie on different edges of the boundary.
for all possible disturbances, pk+1 qk+1 is calculated from pk qk as follows:
pk+1 = ShootRay(qk , u − θmax )
qk+1 = ShootRay(pk , u + θmax )
Next, we test to ensure that the area through which a translating robot may attempt
to pass between pk qk and pk+1 qk+1 is fully within C. A quadrilateral is formed by
pk qk+1 pk+1 qk and each edge is checked against δC to ensure no intersections exist. It
is also necessary to ensure the quadrilateral contains no vertices of C to ensure no
holes are fully contained within. If the quadrilateral is indeed empty, and if pk+1 and
qk+1 lie on the same segment of the boundary of C, then uk is safe, and we return
pk+1 qk+1 . Otherwise, we declare uk unsafe. (A similar algorithm originally appeared
in the context of the navigation problem for a similar robot model [72].)
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5.3

Characterizing The Certainly Covered Region

Before considering the broader question of choosing sequences of actions to cover the
environment, we must first characterize how the CCR changes as the robot moves.
Specifically, in this section, we present two results, one positive and one negative.
First, in Section 5.3, we show how to compute the set of states that are certainly
covered by a given motion of the robot. Then, in Section 5.3, we state a condition
under which a set of points can never be certainly covered by any action sequence.

The region covered by a single movement
Suppose that, at stage k, we know that the robot’s state xk lies within some segment
pk qk along the boundary of C. From there the robot executes action uk . What can we
say about the points, if any, that are certainly covered by this motion? We must be
assured that from any point along that segment and at any perturbation of motion,
that point would be covered.
By Definition 2 we would appear to need to reason about each of the infinitely
many possible disturbances θk to establish that a point is certainly covered. Fortunately, we can show that it is sufficient to consider only the extremal disturbances
−θmax and +θmax instead.
Before stating the result, we need the following preliminary definition.
Definition 4. Given two points p and p′ and a radius r the stadium between p and
p′ with radius r, denoted Stad(p, q, r) is the locus of points within distance r of any
point along the segment pp′ .
Visually, the stadium between p and q is a rectangle bisected by the segment pq,
capped by two semicircles of radius r centered at p and q ( ).
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Now we can describe the region covered by a single motion.
Theorem 2. Suppose the robot has executed a sequence of safe actions u1 , . . . , uk−1 .
Let segment pk qk ⊂ C denote the segment of possible states at stage k. Consider a
safe action uk , and let pk+1 qk+1 denote the segment of possible states resulting from
this motion. Then
CCR(u1 , . . . , uk ) = CCR(u1 , . . . , uk−1 )
∪ (Stad(pk , p′k , ρ) ∩ Stad(qk , qk′ , ρ)) . (5.1)

Proof. First, note that for any p, if p ∈ CCR(u1 , . . . , uk−1 ), then p ∈ CCR(u1 , . . . , uk ).
Thus, we need only to consider the points certainly covered by the motion from xk to
xk+1 . Let R denote this set. We must show that R = Stad(pk , p′k , ρ) ∩ Stad(qk , qk′ , ρ).
(⊆) Let p ∈ R. Note that, since p is certainly covered by this motion, it must
be specifically covered in the case where xk = pk and θk = θmax . Thus, p ∈
Stad(pk , p′k , ρ). A similar argument shows that p ∈ Stad(qk , qk′ , ρ).
(⊇) Let p ∈ Stad(pk , p′k , ρ) ∩ Stad(qk , qk′ , ρ). We need to show that p ∈ R, which
means that for every possible starting point xk ∈ pk qk for the motion, and every
possible disturbance θk ∈ [−θmax , +θmax ], the robot passes within distance ρ of
p. The set of locations from which this occurs, for a particular xk and θk , is
Stad(xk , f (xk , uk , θk ), ρ). Because this must hold for all xk and θk , we know
that if
p∈

\\

Stad(xk , f (xk , uk , θk ), ρ),

xk θk

then p ∈ R. However, this intersection is fully determined by the two extremal
stadia Stad(pk , p′k , ρ) and Stad(qk , qk′ , ρ), which are known by construction to
contain p. Thus p is also in R.
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Figure 5.3 Computing the CCR for a single safe action, as described in Theorem 2.
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Theorem 2 leads directly to an algorithm for computing the CCR achieved by
any motion sequence: Start from the empty set, and iterate over the actions. At
each step, compute the union of the previously covered region with the intersection
of stadia described in Equation 5.1.

Regions that cannot be covered
We can use a similar idea to the proof of Theorem 2 to rule out certain states from
being certainly covered by any sequence of motions.
Theorem 3. Given a point p ∈ W , an error bound θmax , and a robot radius ρ, let q
denote the nearest point on the boundary of W to p. If
||p − q|| > ρ

tan θmax + 1
,
tan θmax

(5.2)

then p cannot be certainly covered by any motion sequence.
Proof. Theorem 2 characterizes the region certainly covered at each step as the intersection of two stadia. This intersection is largest when the robot begins at a known
position (that is, when pk = qk ) and extends the furthest into the interior of W when
the motion direction uk is perpendicular to the environment boundary. Thus, if p
can be certainly covered at all, it can be certainly covered starting at xk and moving
directly toward p. It is a simple matter of trigonometry to determine that the most
θmax +1
from q. See Figure 5.4.
distant point this region has distance ρ tan
tan θmax

The intuition is that by imagining the robot at the point nearest to p, with no
position uncertainty, we construct the best-case opportunity to include p in the CCR.
If p cannot be certainly covered under those ideal conditions, then there is no hope
to certainly cover p.
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Figure 5.4 Point p is too far from the boundary to be certainly covered by any
plan under our robot model. See Theorem 3.
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5.4

Algorithm Description

In this section, we describe a method to maximize Area(CCR(u1 , . . . , uK )). The
method takes into account the uncertain nature of the robot model’s motions and
constructs a plan which covers the environment while maintaining a set of states
known to contain the robot’s true state
The approach is divided into two parts. The first generates the graph, generating parameter-described layers of line segments on the boundary of W as nodes
(Algorithm 3), and then adding edges where there are safe actions between segments.
The second generates the actual action sequence, by determining which edges in this
graph may be traversed in a cycle (Algorithm 5).

Generating the Graph
We define an edge of W in the usual manner, as one edge of a doubly-connected
edge list (DCEL). One set of edges represents the boundary of free space, the other
set representing the boundary of obstacle space. A face is the line segment between
and including the two vertices ci ci+1 where i is the index of an environment vertex.
Vertices are ordered such that for an edge representing the boundary of free space,
a clockwise rotation from ci+1 − ci would be into free space. Note that we do not
directly represent both sets, only the set representing the edge of free space.
Our method of creating graph nodes was devised by Daniel Feshbach in [70] and
begins by generating the line segments for graph nodes. It creates ‘layers’ (sets)
of segments all of a given length l (Algorithm 3). An illustration is provided in
Figure 5.6. The segments may overlap, and are placed evenly along each sufficiently
long (at least as long as l) face of W , with the offset between segment starts (and
thus amount of overlap) based on parameter omax . The face is filled from one end to
the other with segments of length l, start points spaced o ≤ omax apart, until the final
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ci

ci+1
cj+1

cj

Figure 5.5 Two faces of W , depicting the ordering of vertices along the DCEL
edges separating free space from obstacle space.
segment ends at the endpoint of the face. The idea of how o is calculated is to fill the
face with segments omax apart until one includes the end of the face, then move the
segments closer together (preserving uniform spacing) until the final segment ends
exactly on the end of the face.
Specifically, for each face ci ci+1 of W where lf = ||ci ci+1 || and lf ≥ l and a segment
xn1 xn2 , oriented such that the start of the segment is closer to the start of the face
and the end of the segment is closer to the end of the face, i.e., ||c1 xn1 || < ||c1 xn2 ||
and ||c2 xn2 || < ||c2 xn1 ||, it adds segments xn1 xn2 , from n = 0 until some xn2 = ci+1 .
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l

o

Figure 5.6 A face of W showing a layer of nodes generated by Algorithm 3 with a
given length l, and separation o
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Algorithm 3 AddLayer(W, G, l, omax , z)
1: for face c1 c2 of W do
2:
if ||c1 c2 || = l then
3:
Add segment c1 c2 as a node of G
4:
end if
5:
if ||c1 c2 || > l then
1 c2 ||−l
6:
o ← ⌈(||c1||c
c2 ||−l)/omax ⌉
7:
x1 ← c 1 , x2 ← c 1
8:
while x2 6= c2 do
9:
x2 ← x1 translated l along c1 c2
10:
if z is not well defined or ||c1 xi1 || ≤ z or ||c2 xi2 || ≤ z then
11:
Add segment x1 x2 as a node of G
12:
end if
13:
x1 ← x1 translated o along c1 c2
14:
end while
15:
end if
16: end for
The distance o, then, is

lf −l
.
⌈(lf −l)/omax ⌉

An additional parameter z is optionally defined for some layers as a limit on how
far segments in this layer can be from corners. When defined, it only adds segments
which contain some point at most z from either end of the face. Such a layer filters
the generated segments to only include those with an endpoint at most z from a
corner of the face, i.e., where ||c1 xn1 || ≤ z or ||c2 xn2 || ≤ z.
Algorithm 3 is called several times with different values for l, omax , and z, to build
up several distinct layers of segments. In this way, we can make the claim that if
a path exists for our coverage method, we will find it. However, we cannot claim
that when a coverage path does not exist we will terminate. In practice, a halting
condition must be established.
After the segments are generated and added as nodes to the graph, edges are
found by looping through ordered pairs of nodes and adding them where appropriate.
A directed edge exists between nodes ni and nj if there exists an action uij under
which the robot can be guaranteed a safe translation from ni to nj . To determine
whether such an action exists, it must be true that for any point along the starting
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node ni , representing a source segment s1 s2 , the action uij is safe to execute and
will arrive at the target node nj , representing a target segment t1 t2 . Algorithm 4
determines whether this edge exits.
The algorithm begins by calculating a range of actions [d1 , d2 ], any of which, when
executed would result in arrival on the target node from any point along the source
node if there are no intervening environmental obstacles. The range is calculated as
shown in Figure 5.7. To assure the range is safe, it must be strictly less than π. To
be larger means that either the source’s face is “away” from the target’s or that the
target node is too small to allow for θmax error.
Next, it must be true that no obstacles exist between the nodes into which actions
from the range might carry the robot. Determining this requires two steps: checking
the boundary actions and checking the interior actions. Given that there are an
infinite number of actions in the range, we cannot check them all in finite space and
time. Instead, we observe that after checking the boundary conditions, we can instead
consider the finite points in the environment.
On lines 6 and 7, we establish that there is line of sight between the respective
ends of the source and target. This step is done by shoot ray, a well-known algorithm running in O(nlog2 (n)) where n is the number of vertices in W [10, 49, 92]. If
the two points returned are on nj , then any obstacles blocking translation must be
completely contained in the area between the two nodes. The algorithm finishes with
the quadrilateral described and a final pass over the vertices of W .
Each edge is labeled with this uij and the region the action certainly covers as
calculated with Theorem 2. It is worth noting that in some rare instances of small
source nodes connecting to large target nodes, separated with very small obstacles,
there might actually be cases where a disjoint range of actions is safe. That logic
is considered by Lewis and O’Kane [72], but not used here. Our method would not
create an edge.
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d1
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Figure 5.7 Given a source node s1 s2 and target node t1 t2 in W and θmax ,
Algorithm 4 determines that there exists at least one safe action between the
nodes—dmid , the mid-angle bisector of d1 and d2 .
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Algorithm 4 HasEdge(W, s1 s2 , t1 t2 , θmax )
1: d1 ← t2 − s1 + θmax
2: d2 ← t1 − s2 − θmax
3: if π < the angle from d1 to d2 then
4:
return ∅
5: end if
6: p1 ← point returned by shooting ray in W from s1 along t2 − s1
7: p2 ← point returned by shooting ray in W from s2 along t1 − s2
8: if p1 or p2 are not on t1 t2 then
9:
return ∅
10: end if
11: q ← quadrilateral formed by s1 , s2 , p2 , p1
12: for ci in W do
13:
if q contains ci then
14:
return ∅
15:
end if
16: end for
17: return the mid-angle bisector of d1 to d2

Building The Coverage Plan
After the graph is generated, we have a collection of edges, each labeled with a region
of the environment that would be covered if the robot was to cross that edge. It
might tempting to simply find edges that are reachable from the start position and
greedily attempt to cross those edges representing the most coverage. The approach is
problematic because the graph may not be strongly connected due to the underlying
navigation method and limited robot model. Selecting a path that crosses one edge,
without regard for the forward connectivity of the resulting node to other locations,
may leave the robot stuck in a portion of the graph from which it cannot escape to
cover elsewhere. One of the largest challenges for our algorithm, for example, is a
common feature—a hole in a wall with no nearby faces as shown in Figure 5.8. In
this example environment, if the planner leaves the left-most section of the free space
before it is covered, it likely will not be able to return without a small θmax and very
fine discretization of the faces of W .
As a result, our approach to generating coverage plans is based on generating a
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θmax

s1
s2

Figure 5.8 A feature common to many indoor environments through which our
underlying navigation method has difficulty planning due to the limitations of the
robot model. To plan a path through the opening requires some ratio of uncertainty
in state to θmax and for sufficiently large values of θmax , there is no state into which
the planner can place the robot—for instance, l meters away from a wall.

series of cyclical ‘forays’ from a node containing the start position, out through the
environment to cover some new territory, and then back to the start node. To begin,
we first calculate the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes, using the FloydWarshall algorithm [43]. The resulting shortest path matrix has enough information
to efficiently determine, for any ordered pair of nodes in the graph, whether a directed
path exists from the first node to the second node.
We then iterate over the edges of the graph, maintaining a sequence of actions
u1 , . . . , uk planned to execute, along with CCR(u1 , . . . , uk ). For each each e, we check
three properties:
1. Is the source node of e reachable from the start node?
2. Is e labeled with a non-empty certainly covered region, which is not already
contained in the current CCR?
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3. Is the start node reachable from the end node of e?
If all three properties hold, then e represents an opportunity to cover some new
portion of the environment. In that case, we generate (using the Floyd-Warshall
matrix to determine which states to visit) actions that transit from the start node,
across e, and back to the start. For each of the edges crossed by these actions, we
include the corresponding certainly covered region in the overall CCR, and remove
them from consideration in the outer loop. (Note that some of these edges may
be labeled with empty coverage regions, for example because they correspond to
segments of uncertainty that are too large. This phenomenon explains why the final
CCR produced by the algorithm need not be a connected set, e.g. Figure 5.11)
After each edge has been considered, the planning process terminates. The results
is a sequence of actions —the coverage plan itself— that crosses every edge that can
be crossed without becoming trapped away from the start vertex, along with the
CCR corresponding to that coverage plan.

5.5

Experiment Results

We implemented our algorithm using C++ and OpenGL. We simulated a robot with
r = 0.3, and the layers of segments specified in Table 5.1 as our graph nodes. We
scaled the layer parameters and robot size relative to the size of the environment.
In an effort to characterize the performance of our algorithm as error grows, we
ran the coverage experiments several times in each environment, increasing θmax in
each iteration. In all executions the robot’s initial position is the same and affects the
coverage possible for an environment. We used a heat map to illustrate the portions
of the environment that are no longer coverable, reachable, or from which the robot
can no longer guarantee a reliable return.
We selected four environments. Figure 5.9 is a maze-like environment represent-
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Algorithm 5 ComputeCoverageEdges(pq, CCR, G)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

P ← AllPairsShortestPath(G)
cover ← empty set of edges
for all e ∈ edges of G do
S ← P [pq][source[e]]
T ← P [target[e]][pq]
′
CCR ← ComputeCoverage(e)
′
if S 6= ∅ and T 6= ∅ and CCR \ CCR 6= ∅ then
for all s ∈ S do
′
CCRs ← ComputeCoverage(s)
S
′
CCR ← CCR CCRs
S
cover ← cover s
end for
S
′
CCR ← CCR CCR
S
cover ← cover e
for all t ∈ T do
′
CCR t ← ComputeCoverage(t)
S
′
CCR ← CCR CCRt
S
cover ← cover t
end for
end if
end for
return cover

Table 5.1 Layers of Segments Used in Simulation
l (length) omax (offset)
3
2
2
1
1.5
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.375
0.25
0.1

z

2
0.3

ing a building or office space. This map illustrates some of the more pronounced
difficulties plaguing the underlying navigation method. The cyan-shaded coverage
region demonstrates the planner’s inability to find a path into the T-junction near
the middle of the lower hallway at that error bound. Note that as error grew, the
planner quickly lost the ability to reliably move from the inner portion to the outer
hallway and then could no longer reliably cross from the upper section into the lower.
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Figure 5.9 An office-like environment presenting both challenges in navigation and
coverage. The robot begins in the third convex vertex from the right in the
top-most section of the map and loses the ability to connect its starting nodes with
the rest of the environment nodes when θmax is ±3.
.

Note also, that for all θmax , each heat map covers nearly the entire area reachable
by the navigation algorithm. In an environment like this, the coverage is predictable
because no point is distant from an environment edge. The missed coverage in the
left vertical hallway and bottom hallway are, again, due to difficulties in navigation
planning. The openings represent a difficulty in finding a small (localized) node to
which to navigate. Without the localization, coverage may occur, but cannot be
guaranteed.
Figure 5.10 is a large mostly empty environment to illustrate points far from any
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edge which the robot cannot be guaranteed to cover. This environment is interesting
because while it is mostly open and therefore easy for the underlying planner to
navigate the obstacles, coverage is difficult for the same reason. Even though the
robot is able to navigate to every edge of the environment for every value of θmax
save the last two, the rate at which coverage drops is dramatic. This occurs in the
“shadow” created by the larger corner obstacles. In the work by Erickson et al. [80],
it was discovered that perpendicular edges forming a convex vertex are useful in
reducing uncertainty by driving it toward a single point—the convex vertex. Though
the behavior is not encoded in the planner, it is used and is inhibited by the obstacles.
We will later determine that for all but the largest values of θmax it maintains the
lowest percent coverage of any of our environments, despite the ease of navigation.
Figure 5.11 is a simple environment with two large holes separating the convex
vertices of the environment. The environment is symmetric across both axes and so
is least affected by the robot’s starting point. However, even this simple environment
illustrates the two main stumbling points of our navigation method—the long halls
along the top and bottom and the T-junction in those halls. Coverage also becomes
difficult at those points, due to the error accumulated through the necessary translation back-and-forth between the walls. At the point at which the robot is able to
translate into the vertical hallway, it has uncertainty such that it is unable to guarantee coverage of the opening. Using a version allowing a human to “drive” the robot,
coverage could be achieved. The method is further discussed in Section 6.2.
The final environment we present in Figure 5.12 demonstrates the algorithm in
a more natural environment. There were fewer collinear points and less rectilinear
environment faces. Our planner did very well in this environment, both in terms of
navigation and coverage. While there are openings large enough to allow translation,
there are also many environment faces to provide temporary localization. Even at
the highest level of uncertainty, the planner was able to provide a path visiting every
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Figure 5.10 An environment with a relatively large empty region as well as
obstacles inhibiting our algorithm’s localization method.

convex vertex of the environment and was only unable to guarantee coverage of those
portions of the environment distant from faces.
In all cases, save the environment in Figure 5.10, the algorithm achieved close to
100% coverage at θmax = ±0.5 degrees.
To compare performance in the different environments, we calculated, for each
θmax , the volume of W contained in the certainly covered region. The least structured
environment from Figure 5.12 was clearly best handled by the algorithm. Whether
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Figure 5.11 A simple environment with two large holes. The robot began in the
lower left corner and became stuck there as θmax reached ±3 degrees.
this is a function of the decomposition method or the method itself is not apparent.
Not surprising, the environment for which our algorithm performs worst is the mostly
empty Figure 5.10. This environment’s obstacle-blocked convex vertices and largely
empty center is ideally suited to thwart our planner. On the graph of our planner’s
coverage Figure 5.9, the point at which there is no path back into inner portion of the
map is clearly visible at θmax = ±2.5◦ . The brick-shaped environment in Figure 5.11
has a fairly shallow loss of coverage except for the point at which the center hallway
is lost—when θmax reaches ±1.5◦ .
These results are not unexpected due to the navigation method. Even with many
more data points the behavior likely remain a gradual loss of coverage as error increases until some section of the environment is lost and a dramatic reduction is seen
in coverage.
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Figure 5.12 A more natural cave-like environment. As error grew, the robot
retained the ability to navigate around most of the environment, but not the ability
to cover the more spacious open areas. This environment demonstrates the methods
ability to deal with non-uniform features.
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Figure 5.13 A plot comparing the performance of the algorithm in the four
different environments when accuracy degrades as θmax is allowed to grow.
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3.5

Chapter 6
Conclusion
In both our Dubins coverage and blind coverage algorithms, the critical decisionmaking begins with the decomposition. In Dubins coverage, we sought some minimal
amount of coverage, while in blind coverage we sought states which resulted in the
most coverage possible by a single action; other states were just in place to translate
to those states allowing coverage. The difference between the two problems is one of
state estimation. In the Dubins coverage model, the robot may always determine its
location based on an oracle—a sensor which can answer some question with veracity.
The question, obviously, being “what is my state?” The robot model used in blind
coverage needs to keep some idea of state based on previous actions. This is called
the robot’s information state (I-state).
The need to calculate and maintain an I-state determines the sort of discretization
into which we can decompose the environment. We need states large enough to
contain accumulated error represented by an I-state. Because there optimality is not
a requirement, do not seek to provide the algorithm with more states than what
are required to provide coverage. Our goal is simply to provide enough states to
allow the planner a chance at complete coverage. From this point of view, our goal
with Dubins coverage is to provide every possible useful state for the robot and let
the planner choose which set of states results in an optimal circuit. As stated in
Chapter 1, we consider the problem from two different angles—first, given complete
and constant knowledge of state can we determine the optimal path for coverage,
second, what does a coverage plan look like when the translation problem must be
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solved simultaneously?

6.1

Dubins Coverage

Our stated goal in Dubins coverage is, given perfect knowledge of state, calculate the
shortest possible path to completely cover a given environment. We proved that an
optimal coverage path will require the solution to an NP-Complete problem running
√
in O(2n n) time [13,54], where n is the number of discrete locations a robot must visit
to ensure complete coverage. This implies an algorithm very sensitive to environment
discretization. The reason the algorithm in [107] is able to run in polynomial time is
due to trade offs made in their very clever discretization.
Rather than mapping their graph vertices to some unit of coverage and graph
edges to the non-coverage translation between states, the authors mapped coverage
(via cells) to graph edges and states to the critical points which created the coverage
cells. They were careful to ensure that all edges were required and that a circuit
existed without covering a cell multiple times. That is, they constructed the graph
to contain an Eulerian circuit [15]. This allowed them to solve their problem as an
instance of the Chinese postman problem (CPP), running in polynomial time [34].
The CPP algorithm is stated as: given a graph, determine the shortest circuit which
visits every graph edge at least once. The solution to CPP is an Eulerian tour.

Open problems
Decomposition: An observation made as a result this study is that even with
perfect knowledge of state, coverage is still a hard problem. When the navigation
problem is solved, if one requires an optimal plan for coverage, there still exists a
very difficult problem. In our decomposition, we made certain assumptions about
the environment—there is a “best” axis with which we could align coverage. In any
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Figure 6.1 (left)An environment for which there is no single axis of coverage by
which translations between coverage passes is minimized. (right)A decomposition of
the environment such that it is covered along different axes.

unstructured environment, this is unlikely to be the case, such as the Lake Murray
example in There is no obvious single axis of coverage. Figure 6.2. This is an important failure by both of our discretizations. The Boustrophedon coverage strategy
can be effective because it minimizes time spent not covering the environment. To
be most effective, however, it requires passage along the axis aligned with some idea
of the length of the free space—the longest chord aligned with some axis. Consider
the left image from Figure 6.1.
The left image depicts how our algorithm might decompose the environment to
create coverage nodes for our graph. Ideally, a planning algorithm would divide the
environment into at least two axes of coverage. One axis would be used to cover the
diagonal region at the top, one to cover the x/y-axis-aligned area at the bottom as
illustrated in the right image of Figure 6.1. A recent method presented by Brown
and Waslander [20] considered a decomposition based on “growing” the environment
edges to constrict the environment. This approach likely holds a good deal of promise
in the decomposition. Brown and Waslander use their constriction method to create
a single path of coverage, by blending the cells into one large continuous cell. It would
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Figure 6.2 A geometric representation created from a satellite map of Lake Murray
near Columbia, SC.

be worthwhile to try leaving them as cells and allowing our planner to attempt to
order passage. This is necessary because our model has non-holonomic constraints.
Dubins path planning with obstacles: In our decomposition, we avoid the introduction of environment obstacles. In the case of airborne robots this is not a bad
assumption with sufficient altitude. It is equally true with sufficient depth and a
robot boat. However there exist many cases in which some idea of obstacles is necessary. This seems like a simple extension at first: devise a method to determine a path
between two nodes, if a path is found add an edge, profit [84]. However our decomposition may be unable to find edges when obstacle space shares a border with space
which must be covered. If they share a border and the decomposition is such that a
vertex begins or ends at obstacle space, then there will be no safe action entering or
exiting the vertex, respectively.
The standard method for dealing with obstacles like this would have us use a
Minkowski sum of the obstacle with a vector of magnitude ρ. This will provide the
necessary space to allow coverage of each obstacle, but will incorrectly remove areas
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ρ

Figure 6.3 Creating a Minkowski sum from the obstacle edges of the environment
and a vector of magnitude ρ.
the robot could actually cover. Observe in Figure 6.3, if the direction of coverage
is the y-axis, then much of the environment is unnecessarily avoided—that is, the
outward growth along the x-axis of the obstacle space.
While in our particular case this can be remedied by a custom version of the
process avoiding growth perpendicular to the direction of coverage, it becomes interesting to consider this problem if a complete solution is desired. How are the obstacles
grown to ensure that navigation through a space can be achieved?

6.2

Blind Coverage

When we began consideration of the problem of blind coverage, we created a tool
which allowed a human to “drive” the robot. We found several strategies to further
progress of coverage. Our algorithm makes explicit use of no strategy. Its ability to
cover the environment depends entirely on the discretization step. The discretization
step, unfortunately makes almost no use of domain specific knowledge of the problem.
The second thing which becomes obvious when driving the robot is that some edges
are worth more than others, but due to navigation and the coverage provided during
navigation, it is not clear how to weight edges.
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θmax

θmax
Figure 6.4 A strategy by which a robot might remain localized well enough to
guarantee coverage of a T-junction.

Future work
Two explorations which may be useful are the application of a model-aware environment decomposition and a directed path generation algorithm.
Model-aware decomposition: When given the task of driving the model robot
in an environment, a human noticed a useful strategy for covering the area of a Tjunction. It was obvious that the three perpendicular walls provide a means to remain
localized well enough to cover the area. Figure 6.4 illustrates a strategy whereby a
planner may localize the robot using the perpendicular walls of the T-junction. The
transition across the hall is not shown, but allows the strategy to be mirrored from
what is shown. The robot makes sweeps, passing from the inner hallway into the outer
and back-again. Our current algorithm makes no use of the relationship between θmax
and nodes more likely to have translations to and from others.
The decomposition in our blind navigation work [72] used a ray-extension algorithm between sets of “visible” environment vertices to generate sets of points along
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the edges of the environment in an effort to make use of the relationship between
θmax and safe translations. For each pair of visible environment vertices ci cj of the
environment, we extended rays from ci in the directions ci − cj ± θmax and cj in the
directions cj − ci ± θmax . The resulting intersections were then used along with the
environment edge vertices to guide a “wallpaper” process similar to this thesis. It
would be interesting to both replace and augment the current “wallpaper” strategy.
Additionally, though we do not specifically include convex vertices in the nodes, introduction of our corner-finding strategy would allow us to include them and is an
obvious next step.
Path generation: We make no claims of optimality nor do we attempt to reduce
the length of the paths generated by our planner. This is a two-fold problem. In
the first step, one must choose a set of necessary edges which covers the environment
and in the second choose an ordered list of edges which includes all those from the
necessary set. Our current method takes edges in no particular order and, if the edge
provides some new coverage, adds it and the plan to reach it and return to the start
node to the path. While it might seem tempting to simply order their selection by
the volume of the area of the map covered, this value will change as other edges are
selected. Unless every edge is updated each time an edge is selected, the order will
quickly grow stale and would offer nothing more than random selection.
An idea which may be worth investigating is keeping some idea of how much
edges are adding to coverage. When the “next biggest” edge is selected, the amount
of coverage offered is compared to the threshold and if it is currently too small,
its coverage (and therefore weight) is updated and it is placed back into the edge
collection. While eventually many edges may need be updated, it would supply an
idea of what is a “good edge” based on what has been seen. We provide a rough
sketch of our idea in Algorithm 6. The algorithm ends when there are no edges
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Algorithm 6 ComputeCoverEdges2(pq, G)
1: CCR ← empty region
2: UpdateThreshold(∅, CCR)
3: threshold ← CalculateThreshold(∅)
4: P ← AllPairsShortestPath(G)
5: E ← empty set of edges
6: Q ← MaxHeapify(edges of G)
7: while not Empty(Q) do
8:
e ← Remove(Q)
9:
S ← P [pq][source[e]]
10:
T ← P [target[e]][pq]
11:
if S 6= ∅ and T 6= ∅ and coverage[e] \ CCR 6= ∅ then
′
12:
threshold ← CalculateThreshold(coverage[e])
′
13:
if threshold ≤ threshold then
S
14:
E←E e
′
15:
UpdateThreshold(threshold , threshold)
16:
threshold ← CalculateThreshold(coverage[e])
17:
else
18:
coverage[e] ← coverage[e] \ CCR
19:
if coverage[e] 6= ∅ then
20:
Push(e, Q)
21:
end if
22:
end if
23:
end if
24: end while
25: return E
remaining to which the robot can translate which offer additional coverage and the
edges have their coverage computed when they are added to the graph. The volume
of an edge’s coverage area adds to the current CCR is its weight. The mechanism
to compute and maintain the threshold is left ambiguous as a correct strategy is not
immediately evident. Likely it must keep up with a history of edges’ additions to
the CCR and offer a comparison of what any new edge contributes as some ratio of
additional coverage.
Notice that the output of Algorithm 6 is not a plan for coverage, but a set of edges
which results in coverage of the environment. A naive approach might be to solve the
problem as a rural Chinese Postman Problem, a known NP-Hard problem [69]. While
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we have taken no steps to prove any aspect of blind coverage’s hardness, given our
proof of optimal Dubins coverage, it would not be surprising to discover this problem
is at least as hard.

Open problems
Probably the most outstanding question left open by blind coverage is how to optimally discretize the environment. Stated exactly, what sort of discretization results
in a graph containing the shortest path to cover the environment? From our previous
work, we know that actions between states result in more coverage when the edges
from which the action begins and ends are more perpendicular edges. This occurs
due to the way error is modeled. Actions perpendicular to an edge result in the
largest accumulation of error. The more parallel an action is to the edge, the less
error accumulates.
Optimal decomposition: Even though armed with this knowledge, our planner
still uses a nearly-generic state generation method. Our first planner was intended to
include on the robot’s initial position and base future states on that position. The idea
was to start at the robot’s beginning state and perform a forward search through the
environment searching for states. Algorithm 7 provides a rough sketch for a method
to generate states from a given starting point along all possible directions, discretized
by some δ. The algorithm is sensitive to the parameter because both the number of
states generated by the algorithm, as well as the location of the states themselves are
⌋.
dependent on it; the number of states being capped at ⌊ 2π
δ
The rest of our method is presented in Algorithm 8. Given a starting point, the
algorithm begins a loop calling GenerateStates from that starting point which
sweeps around the starting point and makes note of every line segment to which the
robot could translate with a single action safely. If those line segments are new, then
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Algorithm 7 GenerateStates(pq, W, θmax , δ)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

V ← {}
d←0
while d < 2π do
dq ← d + θmax
tq ← ShootRay(W, q, dq )
dp ← d − θmax
tp ← ShootRay(W, p, dp )
if HasEdge(W, pq, tq tp , θmax ) then
S
V ← V tq tp
end if
d←d+δ
end while
return V

Algorithm 8 ForwardSearch(pq, W, θmax , δ)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Q ← {}
Push(Q, pq)
V ← {}
while not IsEmpty(Q) do
q ← Pop(Q)
S ← GenerateStates(q, W, θmax , δ)
for s ∈ S and s 6∈ V do
S
V ←V s
Push(Q, s)
end for
end while

it collects them into the vertices of the graph and considers GenerateStates for
each. The structure Q is purposely left ambiguous between a queue and a stack. From
what limited analysis we performed, there was no appreciable difference between the
two. The halting condition for the loop is when no new state locations are discovered.
Obviously the process could go on for a very long time depending on the step size
of the sweep and the definition of equality. In practice, we did not get good results
for this method. It generated far too many nodes. In addition to consuming large
amounts of resources to create, the runtime of our coverage algorithm was untenable.

The optimal method to decompose the environment, of course, must be derived
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from the goal—coverage. In a most basic sense, the environment would be decomposed based on the coverage shape of the robot’s actions. Segments or states, would
then be created to cover the decomposition. In this formulation, the edges are generated first and then the states which must exist to support the edges generated second.
Once the segments are generated, then more would need to be added to allow translation and localization between the source and target nodes for the coverage edges.
Generating these without sampling or arbitrary discretization has the trappings of
an intractable problem.
Expanding uncertainty Another open question we leave is that of determining
the largest amount of uncertainty we can allow in robot state. In our current definition
of safe states resulting from safe actions all states must lie along a single environment
edge. We note that some state might span multiple environment edges while still allowing for manageable state estimation and in some cases even allow some guaranteed
coverage from those states. Any complete decomposition of the environment for this
robot model must allow states such as these to exist. It is currently unclear what
changes are necessary for tests to ensure that localization can be maintained to and
from states such as this. Likely there would be several new approaches required to
test for different the different sorts of edge-spanning nodes that could result. The two
main divisions of spanning nodes would be nodes which span two edges which share
a vertex and spanning nodes which span two edges that do not share a vertex. In the
case of edges which share a vertex, there are only two options, those which span a
convex vertex as illustrated in Figure 6.5 and nodes which span a reflex vertex. The
other class of spanning nodes offers much more variation because they need not be
close. An error cone which projects over a hole, for instance might span two edges
which are very close to one another in two axes along with a third edge far from the
first two.
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Figure 6.5 Computing the CCR for a single action from a state spanning more
than one environment edge.

Max(θmax ) The last open question we leave is that of determining a correlation
or calculation from the largest amount of error our robot model experiences to the
amount of coverage the planner can guarantee for that robot. In all of our experiments, it was obvious that as θmax increased, coverage decreased. Because we do not
have a complete algorithm, it is not currently possible to address the question, even
though it is true that for any θmax , there exists some largest area we can cover. We
offer some insight in determining those points too far from any edge to be covered,
but do not consider the way in which navigation fails as error increases.
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